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I am tempted to go biblical and enthuse about the alpha and the omega - the beginning and
the end.

Our lead article goes back to the early days of the QL. Rick Dickinson, one of the original
senior QL designers, describes his experiences as part of the Sinclair team We are proud of
this scoop that is down to Jochen and not the editor (Although perhaps the true credit should
go to Malcolm Cadman who first broke the story on his website.)

Rick Dickinson describes the work he was doing more than two decades ago, but his
enthusiasm still shines through his article

That was the alpha, but what of the omega?

This is the third consecutive issue that Quanta has provided our lead news stor;r The first two
were positive stories describing the fruits of the present committee's efforts to improve the
organisation.

We may not always agree on policy and tactics, but few would deny the present Quanta offi-
cers are hard working. Quanta may have lost numerous members, but in other ways it is in a
better shape than it has been for some time. There is now more openness on committee
meetingsr a magazine restored to its former glory; a greater willingness to make constructive
use of its capital; and a renewed website

This time our Quanta story is a sober one. Even more sobering is the fact that our source
material is the Quanta Magazine and a senior member of the Quanta committee.

Quanta is rapidly becoming the QL's equivalent of the Church of England. An established insti-

tution that is seen as an essential part of the community but which few people actually use.
About four-fifths of Quanta members are totally passive. They do nothing more than pay their
subscription. Even the active one-fifth show a marked reluctance to play their part in running
the organisation by serving on the committee,

No committee means no Quanta. Use it or lose
ir.

Both Rick Dickinson and the present Quanta
Officers have set an example to us by the
enthusiasm with which they have done their
jobs. There is still time for the rest of us to
delay the omega for a good few years yet,

but we will need to recreate the enthusiasm
of the early days.

Quanta's committee are planning a party to
celebrate the QL's quarter centenary in 2009.
It will be a good opportunity for the rest of us
to show our appreciation of their work and
achievements What better way to do this
than for others to take over and continue to
build on their work with the same enthusi-
asm?

We are the people who will finally decide if

the big Quanta event of 2009 is to be a party
or a wake.
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QUANTA Closu re im minent?
A senior member of the Quanta committee has
given a stark warning that Quanta could be
lorced to close down in lust over 18 months time
Writing in the June/July 2007 Quanta Magazine
John Gilpin names two factors threatening Quan-
ta's fulure viability One is the 2005 changes to
the constitution that require some of the present
officers to step down from the committee in

2009 The other is that Quanta members are re-
luctant to serve on the committee. lf Quanta can-
not replace the committee members stepping
down, it will be forced to wind up early in 2009
Its capital would then be donated to the British
Red Cross Society and a five figure sum losl lo
the QL community
About four oul of
five Quanta mem-
bers play no part in

the life of the organi-
salion other than to
pay their subscrip-
tion, but even the
active members are
not willing to loin the
committee. John Gil-
pin points out that in

2000 the committee
shared ten specific

iobs among seven
members. Now they
are down to four
members and those ten tasks still have to be
shared among them. John himself trebles up as
lieasure[ Membership Secretary and Acting Joint
Magazine tditor He adds that since 2000 only 13

people out of a current membership of about 200
have been prepared to serve on the commitlee.
Changes to the Quanta constitution in 2005 im-
posed restrictions on the length of time commil-
tee members can remain on the committee and
this applies to some of the present officers in

2009 John Gilpin writes,
"Personal requesfs for other members to re'
place lhem have fallen on deaf ears so this is
our appeal to alJ lhe remaining QUANIA mem-
bers lo get involved NOI/V or is it the requesl of
the membership lhat QUANIA should be
wound up in lhe next couple of years and give
all our assets to the Brifish Red Cross Sociefy
as detailed in the constitution?'

The 2005 constitutional changes were the brain-
child of chairman John Mason and were steam-
rollered through Quanta with the minimum of con-
sultation and discussron. However they received
almost unanimous support from the then commit-
tee and were approved overwhelmingly by those
members who used their voting rights.
John Mason sprang the constilutional amend-
ments on the commiltee al a meeling held at Bi-

cester Cherwell Valley on Sunday 6th February
2005 Following this meeting one comrnittee mem-
ber emailed the rest of the committee dispuling
whether the committee approved of the changes'
"Several members of the commilfee, including
myselil expressed doubts over lhese amend-

menls. Although I

John Gilpin Can See sOme merit
in the changes, I

personally expressed
the opinion that they
had been sprung on
us without warning
and needed more
consideralion of the
likely practical effect
on Quanla. No vote
was taken on lhis
issue and I had the
impression thaf fhe
consensus of the
committee were for
the amendments to

/ie on lhe table for further consideration.'
Following this email John Mason emailed all
members of the committee inviting further com-
ments and objections, No member of the com-
mittee replied thus satisfying the dissenting mem-
ber that all the other committee members were in
full agreement with the proposed amendments
Quanta members were also given little formal op-
portunity to debate the amendments, but a fierce
discussion took place on the Ql-users email
group. Although there was some vigorous oppo-
sition to the proposed amendments, in subse-
quent voting members approved the changes by
a clear majority There were 39 votes for 13

against and 4 abstentions.
The intention behind the changes was to bring
freshness and continuity to the Quanta commil-
tee, but paradoxically Quanta is now in danger of
being strangled by its own constitution. An impor-
tant aspect of the changes was to avoid a situa-

YOUR QUANTA NEEDS YOU

rA ver the last seven years,

I lm"r" have been only
Vthirt".n different peopl;

involved on the Quanta Committee. At the
beginning of this cenlury, the committee
was seven strong carrying out ten specific
jobs. Anyone who has held an honorary
position on a committee will accept lhat it
is difficult to find people (with the required
skills) who will give up a little of their time
to serve any organisation.

QUANTA whilst still carrying out
the same ten specific jobs now has only
four committee members who, between
them, are attempting to keep their heads
above water and satisfy a membership of
almost 200 members. While some of the

double jobs we do go nicely with one another, there are other jobs which are at risk
of not being done at all unless we can involve some new people to help.



tion where more than one officer would step
down in any one year but some inherent contra-
dictions in their wording combined with the lack
of phased implementation have led to jusl that
situation arising.
Atthough Quanta will almost certainly still have a

committee until Spring 2009, the crisis is an im-

mediate one. Several committee tasks require
specific skills such as John Gilpin's work as trea-
surer Both John Gilpin and John Mason, who
have both been key figures in restoring the for-
tunes of the Quanta Magazine, are due to stand
down, They will be unable to continue as joint
acting editors of the magazine after Spring 2009
as this is a committee post For Quanta to sur-
vive"officers in waiting" need to be gaining com-
mittee experience from next year's AGM.

QL Today lndex
Brian Kemmetl has released an index to volume
11 of QL Today He has also made improvements
to the indexes of previous volumes Dilwyn
Jones writes:
'Brian Kemmetl has now compiled an index to
the current Volume I1 of QL Today.lt is available
in a variety of formats from Dilwyn Jones's web-
site,
There is a single PDF tile lrsting all ll volumes of
the magazine, consisting of a single 40 page
index, The individual volume indexes are availa-
ble in plain texf, Quill DOC and word DOC files
as well
Being fext, all can be searched in their respec-
tive viewers or word processors, including the
PDF version, useful when you need lo find that
article you need!'
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searching stories or checking information. He
can highly recommend the new pdf index of all11
volumes, which has fast search facilities.
The index can be downloaded from the QL
Today page on Dilwyn's website:
www.dilwyn. uk6. neVgen/qltoday/qltoday. html

QL Today Writers
A QL Today reader has suggested we publish a
list o{ contact email addresses of our writers. We
contacted almost allthe people who have written
for us during the last two volumes asking their
opinion and had a good response. Most of our
regular writers are happy to have a contact email
address published and the list appears elsewhere
in this issue.
Please note that our writers are all busy people
who may not be able to respond immediately We
would ask you to use this facility responsibly.
A few of our writers indicated they preferred not
to have their email addresses published, There
are many reasons for this including problems
with spam or personal circumstances that make
it difficutt to receive and respond reliably to
emails ln most cases QL Today will contact a
writer 0n your behalf.

Early Sinclair Designs
Malcolm Cadman has posted some early Sinclair
design information on his website. He writes:
'l have added some lrnks to my web site of the
emerging Sinclair lndusfrial Desrgn details lhal
are being put up by Rick Dickinson - former
Senior Desrgner at Sinclak Research.
The first link is to Spectrum desrgns, the se-
cond to a possible future successor to lhe QL,
and the third to lhe more recent Gizmondo
deslgns.
More detailed information of the QL design is
still to be forthconing.
I have also added a hnk to fhe QL Wiki by Rich
Mellor.
All at'
http://www.mcad.demon.co.uUlquan.htm

fhe new /inks are to be found near the boltom
af the page.
Check it out, when you can.
With a dial-up accounl there are a |ot of photos
to load and view, so expecf a reasonable time
to download. Then saye lhe web pages locally
on a hard drive, or similar. Once lhey are in the
cache of the web browser, they are easier fo

view the next time.
With a broad band account, or similar there will
be no problems."
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The QL Today team are grateful to Brran Kem-
mett for his work in indexing QL Today The edi-
tor makes extensive use of the index when re-
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* You can add or delele files lo or
from a selected zip archive, and
delete or view files. lf you use"' 
Filetnfo 2, Zip hlanager is'aware of' that and so viewing may be
achieved via fhe file associalions
defined. lf you have a favourite
editor or viewer program such as
QD or S-tdit, you can set up Zip
Manager to fke up that program to
view files contained in zip files.
Zip Manager lets you choose whe-
ther filename paths or jusl pure
filenames are stored, lets you add
password prolection to new Zip

u,,1 files if requked, and even control
whether Zip processes sub-direc-
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fories when adding to zip files.
Zip llianager is available to download from my
website af,
http://wwwd i lnryn. uk6. neVarch/index. htnnl

GO!
Dilwyn writes:
"GoJ is a new program from Dilwyn Jones. Il is
yet anofher of those program launching pro-
grams, buf this time nof a GUI or anything too
graphical or fancy. More like a Starl menu in
some ways. lt's based on the Quicklaunch menu
from Launchpad.
Basically, feach it what program to start {file-
name, job name, program name and any special
DfV PROG-USE, DAIA-USF seftlngs) and it will
store fhose seftings, lefting you just click on
that program's name in the future fo starl fhe
program.
You can build a set of menus and sub-menus
and add programs to them as required lt can
store defails for hundreds of programs if need
be.

ffiffire
He then adds by way of explanation:
'The desrgns are a record of the'retro-history'
of Sinc/air desrgns and ideas.
They show how products fhat did reach the
market - like fhe Speclrum {ZXB7 ), and the Sin'
clair QL { ZXB3 ) - were developed as concepfs
and ideas.
Other ideas shown were in progress af poten-
lial developmenf in fhe 1980's and 1990's, yet
did not come about with fhe demise of Sinciarr
Research.
lf also shows thal il is not only Apple Compu-
ters that have the 'wow facto( in terms of pro-
duct appeal and functionality.
The concept ideas for a'ZXB4" - a successor
to fhe QL - as a tower case wifh a small desk-
top footprint stili looks modern today;
Elsewhere in this issue you will find an article by
Rick Dickenson.

The Dilwyn Jones Spot
As ever Dilwyn helps us to fill our news pages
with his prolific programming output This time he
has two new programs and some upgrades'

ZIP MANAGER
Dilwyn Jones writes:
'l've added a new program called Zip lttlanager
to my websife. This freeware program acfs as a
pointer driven front end for the Zip and Unzip
programs, fo make them a bil easier lo use.

Writlen as a follow up to the Zip and Unzip
shorf series in QL Today, this program is a menu
driven front end sysfem, based on my Q-frans
program. lt requires Window frrlanager 2 fuses
Sysfem Paleffe colour themesJ which means you
musl haye SMSQ/E version 3 or later or QDOS
with pointer enviranmenf yersion 2 ar later.
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Go! is pointer driven and needs Window
Manager 2 {which means SMSQ/E yersion 3 or
later or QDOS with pointer environment yersion

2). lt will also need expanded memory and
Toalkit 2.

Above all, Go! is meanl to be a simple fo use
pragram slarfing system for lhose who do not
want fhe complexifies of a Graphical User
lnferface {GUI) like QDf or Launchpad.
Go! may be downloaded from my website (a

6AKB download) at
www.d ilwyn.u k6.neVutils/index.html

qlu $ cP

thing less than sober for a Quanta
coursel
The program can be downloaded from,
http://www.dilwyn. u k6. net/m isc/index. htm I

AGltrl, of

PCB CAD Update
Dilwyn also has news of a further update to
PCB CAD:
'Malcolm Lear has kindly sent me v6.16 of his
PCB Cad program, which I have up/oaded to
fhe Graphics page on my website. Here is
Malcolm's descrrption of fhe update:
'Quite a few changes this fime. Most imporlanf
ls proper behavior on shutting down and re-
/easing allocated memory and a persisfent bug
fhat sfomped on the PE has been sorfed.'
It may be downloaded from,
http://www.dilwyn. u k6. neVg raphics/index.htm I

General DJ Software Updates
Dilwyn Jones writes,'l have placed three updates fo my programs
on my websife,
1. Launchpad 2.07 demo yersion and fullyersion
updale (for regisfered users via password
protected zip ftle) To download, go to fhe
Launchpad page on my website and follow the
links to fhe downloads page. V2.07 fixes a small
problem in the pragram window resize roufines,

: Fi.l*sr
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Cocktails Waiter
James Bond is shaken, if not stirred by this
message from Dilwyn:
'The formerly commercial program Cocktails
Waiter has now been released as freeware and
is availab/e from the Miscellaneous Programs
page on my website.
Cocktails Waiter conlains 3 dalabases folalling
about 1,0AA cocktail drink recpes. You can
search, print, view and selecl cacktail recpes
by ingredienls or by names. Although nof spe-
cifically intended as such, it does have facililies
lo sef up new databases so could probably be
used for cooking recrpes as well.
Unfortunately, I do nol have access to the
source files for fhis program, but lhe dafabases
are standard Archive databases so could be ex-
ported for use with other QL database pro-
grams such as Dala Desrgn or Easybase, I haye
also updaled the manual.
This program is NOT an excuse to turn up any-
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allowing the resized display to appear at a
more logical posilion than the semi-random po-
sitions generaled before, and updates the Fasy-
pfr extensions lo lalesf yersions, and a few
code tidy-ups.
2. Q-Trans v2.06 also fixes fhe same problem in
the resize roulines and also updafes the Easy-
plr extensions used. lt may be downloaded
'from the same page as Launchpad aboye. Nole
lhat Q-frans ilself is freeware, you do nof haye
to be a regislered user to be able fo use
Q-lians as a stand alone file handling program.
3 Zip Manager v1.02 fixes a bug whereby the
pragram would not run on a 512x256 QL dis-
play because of a problem with program sha-
dow size, and also fixes a polentially serious
bug in the configuration block, along wilh intro-
ducing a couple of new ifems in the configura-
fion set-up, This program update can be down-
loaded as a zip file fron fhe Archivers page on
my website. Zp ltrlanager is a {reeware pragram.
As usual with ny recenl programs, all require
fhe use of Window Manager 2, which basically
means you should be running SMSQ/E v3.00 or
later or 0D0S with pointer envionment v2.00
or later.
The updales can be downlo aded f rom their
respeclive pages on my websife, af:
http://wwwdilwyn.uk6.net/index.html

SUQCESS Upgrade
Bob Spelten writes:
"Suqcess confinues with version 2.05.
The upgrade as presenfed in Eindhoven still
had some bugs buf I hope I haye fixed then all
by now.
The biggest change is in the ability lo use
subfields. Iext fields can be divided info sub-
fields by a lineteed character. Fields up to 40AA
characters can now be used. This had major im-
plicalions for the F"xport, Import, fdit, Scrap and
Prinl roufines.
Export will convert the linefeed character to a
vertical line so thaf other lmport programs can
safely be used Although exporting for Psion
will hmit fields to 253 characters.
lmport can now handle fields larger then 128
characters bul fhe lengths must be input for
each lext field.
Iexf Fditing can be done as one long string or
as an array with each subfield on a separale
line. Iexts can be splif or joined info subfields.
The Edit window can also be used to jusl view
Iong fields wifh editing disabled.
Copy-to-File with IAB's between the fields, can
now also inciude fhe field names

Printing can be done in columns as in the main
display or in rows like fhe View window and
with record numbers. Then fhe field names can
also be printed.
A DO on a not selected field, when some re-
cords are selected, will now let you edit lhis
field and nol open the View window. Only a Da
on a seiected record will open the View window.
When you are on the lasl of a group of
selecfed records in the View window and you
hif the r+, fips, 'End of selecfion" now iefs you
go back fo lhe last yiewed record.
ln the Find menu fhe Case On/Off option can
actually be used.
The Readme, Changes and Help files thal come
wifh the program hold more defails on improve-
menls and bug fixes.
As always, full working copies (in English, Ger-
man or Dutch) can be obtained from Jochen
Merz Software or Q Branch.
The English trail yersion on Walfgang Uhlig's
sile wwwuhhch.nt/ql is still the 2.04 version. My
site is sfill under conslruction but fhe new 2.A5

can be downloaded through fhere'
http://members.upc.nl/b.spelten/ql

fhis is actually a link to the Dilwyn Jones sife:
http:l/wwwdilwyn.uk6.neVdemoslindex.html

Party Time?
Quanta has announced its intention to organise
some form of celebration of the QL's quarter
centenary in 2009. Secretary Sarah Gilpin refers
to "a party", although chairman John Mason sug-
gests a "QL is 21'type event. Whatever the form
of celebration it will be open to non-Quanta mem-
bers.
Quanta is asking for ideas, suggestions, thoughts
and volunteers. Please email these to:
secrelary@quanta.org. uk

Paul Merdinian
Quanla has inforrned us of
Merdinian on 21st July 2007
Paul was at times a con-
troversial person within the
QL community, but was best
known as an obsessive
collector of word lists. He
was the author of RWAP's
half a milllon word P-Word
Fnglish dictionary
ln the early 1990's he pro-

the death of Paul

vided accurate wrring details for QL RGB to
SCART cables, something that proved rather
more complicated than it appeared at first sight
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tlrpeset-ESG/Pz text87 driverforoll ESC/P2 printers (incl. Stylus) ............EUR 29,9A
CueShell .......1V2.141..............EUR 39,90
CueShell for QPC .........V2.141 ..............EUR 20,00
SER Mouse softwore mouse driver for seriol mice ......... .....EUR 10,00
EosyPTR Version 4 ................ ......... .tv4l ....................EUR 59,90
EosyPTR Version 4 - Upgrode from eorlier versions ............tV4] ....................EUR 39,90
textSTplus4potch - now for QPC, QXL Q40, Q6O, Auroro .............. .....EUR 10,90
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QUANTI(s Big Secret
QL sleuth Per Witte has exposed one of Quan-
ta's best kept secrets, and his evidence comes
from no less a source than the BBC. He writes:
"Nice fo see thaf 'The $100 One Laplop Per
Child laptop XO will be produced in Taiwan by
Quanla' / see BBC news slory
http:l/news.bbc.co.uU2lhi/technology/6908946.stm

But why have they kepf it under theu hat{s?),

and why did they procure a new, non-QDOS OS
for the project?'

According lo lhe BBC "Quanla is the wodd's
Iargest laptop manufacturer.' And the editor
lhought he was joking in the last issue when he
accused Quanfa members of lighting thek
cigars with f 20 notes

Apology
The editor apologises to Dan Abbott, Quanta's
webmaster His name was incorrectly given as
Don Abbott throughout the last issue of QL
Ioday

This account is taken from the period after the
QL launch.
Clive Sinclair had developed a new building
outside of Cambridge to house the growing
Sinclair Research Ltd {SRL) - called 'Metalab'.

Originally Matalab was to be a lab only for a

small group of top thinkers called 'Blue Sky'
At Metalab we first designed the Spectrum+ and
128. lt was decided that these two products
should have 'conventional' keyboards, and there-
fore use the same design of keys as in the QL.
This made the lndustrial Design easy because
we simply adopted the QL aesthetic, and used
the same manufacturer One could argue that the
Spectrum at this point lost it's individuality - it
was not a particularly natural evolution, but typi-
cal commercially The automotive industry does
this and occasionally creates a work ol art that
people desire purely for the aesthetic, and then
completely change it at the next generation rede-
sign for something that just looks like all the
other cars in their range - 70's Ford Muslang,
New Audi TT How I would love to do the next
Spectrum!

We started to work on QL expansion by linking
an expansion 'hanger' via a flexible cable into the
QL's main expansion port This hanger would
take a wide range of PCB's based on the stan-
dard Euro size card of that time Some models
were made but only this sketch remains - please
see figure 1.

These 'Euro Card' modules could also be
plugged individually into the main QL expansion
port - but only one at a time, I have two
remaining 512 MB Ram cards for the QL, one
uses standard DRAM, the other uses a 100mm
diameter wafet see figures 2,3,4,5 and 6,
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The wafer naturally was the most interesling from
every perspective. lt seemed to make sense,
theoretically, to keep all the lC's on their original
substrate and achieving the highest possible
density The dome on the Wafer moulding is in-

tended 1o be a semantic that suggests some-
thing different and circular withinl To get the heat
out of the wafer I had to bond it to a PCB car-
rying thick copper planes and through-hole links
which in turn was bonded to a zinc die cast heat
sink which I led to the outside of the product into
a series of heat dissipating fins. lt was a struggle
to get the cosmetics up on a manufacturing
process that produces parts that are normally
hidden. The QL wafer module also carried a bat-
tery back up. This was the flat Polaroid battery
as used in the TVB0. This kept the overall
package flat and neat, and I designed a small
slider to eject the battery
All ihis business with wafers caused
excitement, Clive was in discussions
Catt, and there was a sense of a huge emerging
technological breakthrough. I made a few de-
signs and models - purely at a conceptual level,

wondering how we might manage the new devi-
ces in product design terms, No one had de-
signed a 'home' computer yet that stood up on
end - this would save precious desk space and
seemed logical, assuming I could see no adverse
reasons elsewhere - so was born the wafer
tower, although it could use standard PCB
technology too. Please see figures 7, B, I and 10,

a lot of
with lvor



The connectors would be in a line along the
back as in a normal computer, but I designed a

half-tube (grey in the image) that could slide over
these and collect all the cables like a conduit,
and direct them out of the base and away from
the desk top. The tube also acted as a chimney
to ventilate the case. The black blocks and fins
at the front edge are heat sinks from the internal
hot spots when using wafers. The triangular
block at the base is the power supply which
adds weight and footprint width 1o improve
physical stability
I then wondered how the next generation QL
might be * a minimum size keyboard chassis,
with remote processing in a stand-alone wireless
box - full of wafers, figures 11 and 12
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Clive, I think, had been involved with starting a

spin-off called Anamartic to develop wafers, or
wafer scale as it was sometimes called, or VLSI

{very large scale integration}. I produced this futu-
ristic design of how this might go. This was a to-
wer that stood on the floor 1 meter high. Al-
though the development wafers were to go into
production in a more conventional and invisible
way by being boxed and fitling into existing
manufacturers chassis and cabinets - I wanted to
make the technology more'visible', figure 13,

Fig. tS

Whilst all this was going on, two other proyects

were developing in parallel, one very visible -
Pandora, and another very invisible - Loki
Pandora was to be a Lap top - it's that simple
The difficult part was Clive's insistence on using
the TVBO flat cathode ray tube. The inventor Bill

Den was tasked with this lob - he and Clive
would spend the early hours of every morning al
Metalab going over ideas and calculations, then
Bill would design and manufacture an optical
system in the work shops, I can see him knee
deep in Acrylic swarf at the milling machine. The
results would be analysed, and then the whole
process would be repeated with improvements,
week after week after week. Sadly the results
either made the image look as though it was
buried in the floor below or somewhere between
your ears -it was brilliant work but too much for
the tube.

Many working prototypes were built, and some
static models The first here uses a double hinge
- the cover lifts to expose the keyboard only
and then all of the top hinges back to reveal the
display, figure 14'

The next one, figure 15, has a single large cover
as a protective lid only

Eventually I did this one using an LCD - I guess I

nearly got fired at that point?! {Figure 16 and 17}
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Pandora also had micro drives - we didn't want
to use those either - Pandora was a box to
contain all Sinclair Technology we would have
rather used LCD's and Floppy Drives and so on.
Colour versions of the tube were being investi-
gated for Pandora and TV20, they could only use
1wo colours, and Wimbledon looked strange on
Red grass - although surprisingly it wasn't no'
ticeable at frrst * a trick of the mind, but not con-
vincing enough.
I suppose the part of SRL responsible for the
games side of the business (our revenue stream)
was thinking about what we should do to keep
ahead in the market as sales plunged. A small
band of individuals within SRL had grouped to-
gether and were evolving an idea on paper to
rock the market - Loki, A group of SRL em-
ployees which excluded Clive - he must have
indicated disapproval earlier on, They discovered
that I was fairly approachable and this is how I

found out about the 'secret' project I listened and
it seemed like a good idea - after all, we had be-
come by chance a games hardware provider but
Clive had never felt comfortable with this, at least
not in the early days The QL was an attempt at
the professional market, but could our company
deliver what was needed. Clive resisted the Loki
as I believe he was annoyed that his computer
inventions were mostly adopted by the games
market, and Loki was a logical way forward if
you're in the games hardware market, I think
people forget Clive is an inventor but not a

regular inventor or entrepreneur - he's those and
more, a modern day Brunnel perhaps would be a
better comparison. Think of the everyday pro-

ducts that did not exist before Clive came
along l feel a book coming on.

I produced some sketches. The product simply
had a big central processing'box'into which any-
thing could be plugged into until it fell off the end
of the desk or toppled over if you built it sky-
wards. This allowed a low (Sinclair style) entry
cost, and could be built up to something big and
powerful that would not have been a low entry
cost - flexibility, lncluding llexible and powerful
architecture it would have kept us going.
Perhaps Loki could generate revenue to fund
Metalab, directed by Clive, to invent new products
- that's what Clive likes doing, and he's still doing
it today. Figure 1B and 19,

Fg.18

Fig.19

Editor's note; we tried hard to get fhe piclures
in the best print quality possible. Slill some look
much better in colour - visit www.flickr.com and
enter "Rick Dickinson" - there's more to see!
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There is a liltle bit of QL Today that scarcely any-
one reads, You willfind it about halfway down the
right hand column on page 2. Fortunately most of
our regular contributors have read it and follow it

to the letter but occasionally someone sends us
copy in non-preferred format. We have become
quite skilled at converting various text and gra-
phics formats into a form suitable for QL Today
The two that usually defeat us are adverlise-
ments sent as PDF documents and Microsolt
Word documents containing graphics or unusual
formatting,
Sometimes a contributor follows our advice care-
fully, but we still have a problem reformatting his

text. This is best illustrated by an example. Figure
1 shows a simple Quill document. lt is the opening
paragraph of 'Under Milk Wood" by Dylan
Thomas typed with left, indent and right margins
of 10 characters.

po begin at the begianing: Ir is spring, moonless
night in the small tovun, starless and bible-black,
ilra cobblesfeets silent and the hunched,

courters'-ard-rabbix' wood limping invisible
down to dre sl+eblach slow, black, crowblack,
fishingbaat bobbing sea, The houses are blind as

moles (though moles see fine to-night in the

snouting, velvet diagles) or bliad as Captaiu Cat

there iu the muffled middle by the pump and the
torsn clock, the shops in mowning, the Welfare
llall in widows'weeds. And all fte people of the

lulled and dumbfouad towr de sleeping now.

Fis.3

lnstead our writer could have used my program

QL-2-PC liansfer to generate ASCII text. ln this
case reformatting in a PC word processor is no
problem (Figure 3).

lf our writer
had used
Perfection

instead of
Quill, the ex-
port routine
built into
that
gram
have
similar

blems to Quill, although there is a trick to
these The only QL word processor lhat
give a similar result to QL-2-PC Transfer
text is TextBT.

The purpose of this exercise was not to claim I

can write better code than the authors of Quill.

That would be both stupid and untrue. The
purpose was to demonstrate that ASCII texl is

not as simple as we sometimes think, lt is not just
printable characters, but has to contain some
control codes. The number nature and placing of
these control codes determines the purpose of
the ASCII code.
The difference between the Quill ASCII code and
mine is that the former contains 10 line feeds and
the latter just one. I suspect the Quill team wrote
ASCII code that could be used as a simple
printer spooler I deliberately tailored my code to
optimise importation into a PC word processor
There are several decisions a software author
has to make when writing an ASCII text routine

LINE FEEDS
It is important to understand the distinction bet-
ween soft line feeds and hard line feeds ln the
Quill document there is a line feed at the end of
each line, lf the margins are changed, then the
number and placing of these line {eeds will also
change. These are soft line feeds. One line feed
will not change if the document is reformatted.
This is the one at the very end of the paragraph,

This is a hard line feed. The Quill ASCII code
contains both soft and hard line feeds Mine

contains only the hard line feed.

pro-

would
given

pro-

avoid
would
ASCII
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Figure 1

The Xchange version of Quill conlains an exporl
routine and
our writer L ..':"':' [obegir at*re beghning: Itis spring
USOS lnls t0 moonless night in

COnVef t the the small town, starless and bible-black. the
. cobblestreets

dOCUment tO silenr andrhehunched, courrers'-and-rabbits'

ASCII teXt. wood limping
r'r- invisible downlo the sloeblack, slovq, black,Wnen We crowbtack,

lOad this fishingboat bobbing sea. The houses are blind

ASCII text iln"Tlfi""t* see rine to-night in rhe

intO a PC snoutins, velvet

WOfd 0f0_ dngles) ortlind as Captain Cat ihere in the

mullte(l mlddle
CeSSOf and by the pump and tfie town clock, the shops in

reformat 
-to Tr",T;':?:ii- widows,*reeds And ar the

Ine QL l0- people ofrhe

day COlUmn lulled and dlIubfomd town tre sleeping now'

width, the Fig.2
result (Figure 2) is not pretly.



HYPHENS
Like line feeds hyphens come in soft and hard
varieties. ln our sample Quill text there are seve-
ral hard hyphens, but no soft ones, The words
"bible-black" are yoined by a hard hyphen. The
writer intended the hyphen to be there and it

would not be removed by reformatting. ln my
printed copy of 'Under Milk Wood" there are se-
veral soft hyphens. For example, in the second
paragraph, not reproduced here, there is the
word "school-teacher", "School-' appears at the
end of a line and "teacher" at the beginning of
the next line This is a hyphen that would dis-
appear i{ the text were reformatted,
Hyphens are not a great difficulty in QL to PC
transfers. Quill is the only QL word processor to
support soft hyphens and it is easy when
scanning a Quilldocument to distinguish between
hard and soft hyphens. liansfers in the other
direction are a bigger problem and then a

decision has to be made between including or
excluding all hyphens,

TABS
These are a major headache for the writer of
ASCII text code ln practice there is a choice
between 3 options. You can leave tabs out
altogether; you can include them and hope for
the best; or you can replace them with spaces
Each option has its advantages and disadvan-
tages but, in general, tabs do not work well in
ASCII text code. TextBT is versatile when you
export text because it offers you the option of
either including tabs or converiing them to
spaces.
[arly versions of QL-2-PC transfer ignored tabs
completely but, after a lengthy and persistent
argument with Francois van Emelen at an Eind-
hoven show, I added them to later versions

ACCENTED CHARACTERS
This is much less of a problem than in the distant
past when printers and telex machines were
much simpler and could only handle a limited
number of characters Then the choice was bet-
ween omitting all accented characters or repla-
cing them with the unaccented version, allhough
at one time German texts replaced the accented
character with the unaccented character and
then added an "e'. Thus a "u' with an umlaut, 'ri"

became'ue".
Some languages, for example ltalian, have cha-
racters that are not rn the QL character set ln PC

to QL transfers QL-2-PC Jiansfers converts
these to the unaccented letter

ln summary if you use a QL word processor and
want to send a text file to QL Today, it would help
us if you do this using QL-2-PC Transfer Last
year we provided every reader with the full ver-
sion of this program on a cover disk. lf you
missed out on this disk you can download the
program from the Just Wordsl web site,
http:l/members.lycos.co. uk/geoffwicks/justwords. hlm

Other Problem Sources
It is not just the occasional writer who gives QL
Today a big reformatting job Most of our news
content is extracted from emails and occasionally
we use malerial that has either been scanned by
optical character recognition {OCR) or saved as a
text file from a website. All these sources can
give similar formatting problems Fortunately the
QL has two programs that can make reformatting
a lot easier One of these is QL-2-PC Transfer and
the other a Dilwyn Jones program, Tidy-Up.
The QL-2-PC Transfer routines that do this have
never been reviewed in the QL press, I have also
had no feedback from users other than the
people whose asked for their inclusion in the
program The two routines are the OCR text tidy
and E-mail message reader The former is not just

for OCR read texts, but can be used for any text
that gives reformatting problerns
The OCR text tidy routine attempts to remove
soft line feeds, soft hyphens and extraneous
spaces from a document The code that does
this is very simple and occupies just 31 lines ol
basrc. The text is scanned character by character
and when a hyphen is detected, the following
character is examined lf this is a line feed or a

carriage return it is assumed that this is a soft
hyphen. The hyphen is not printed and the rou-
tine scans for the next printable character
Similarly when a line feed is detected the routine
checks how many line feeds there are before the
next printable characler lf there are none then
the chances are that it is a soft line feed, and in
its place a space is printed. lf there are two or
more line feeds, these are assumed to be hard
line feeds and are relained. Similarly when a

space is encountered a check is made to see if
the following character is also a space, lf so only
one space is printed.

This routine is not totally foolproof Just occasio-
nally it will wrongly assess a hard hyphen as a
soft hyphen. Line feeds are a much bigger pro-

blem The routine relies on there being a blank
line between paragraphs and this is rarely so with
printed documents This means that occasionally
the routine converls the document into one big



paragraph, However, it is still quicker to go
through the document reinserting the paragraphs
than having to go through it line by line rernoving
the soft line feeds manually
The other routine in QL-2-PC Transfer attempts to
extract the text from an email file and if I were
writing the program today I probably would not
include it However I have recently had a good
experience of this routine that I shall describe
laler in this article.
Dilwyn Jones wrote his Tidy-Up program specifi-
cally for the needs of QL Today Dilwyn and I

wrote our programs independently of one ano-
ther although I did provide him with the Windows
- QL character conversion codes. lt is interesting
to see that he had the same ideas as me about
how to go about lext tidying. Figure 4 shows a

screen shot of the program.
Tidy-Up can be downloaded from Dilwyn's web-
site'
http://www.dilwyn. u k6. neVf iletran/i ndex. html

Figure 4

Unlike the routines in QL-2-PC liansfer which are
very much take it or leave it, Dilwyn's program
gives you more control over the way in which
you can modify the text lt also provides you with
the statistics of the work it has done, ln my
opinion its big weakness is that it does not add a

space when it removes a soft Line Feed, Like lhe
OCR routine in QL-2-PC liansfer il does trans-
form texts into one large paragraph if there are
no empty lines between paragraphs, although on
one OCR read text I tried, the places where the
paragraphs should be could still be seen. The
reason for this was that, unlike QL-2-PC Transfel
Dilwyn's program did not remove Tabs

E-Mail Problems
Most of the news items that are published in QL
Today have been taken {rom emails that have
appeared on the QL users list. As any subscriber
to that list will tell you quite a few of the mailings

are messy if a thread has been around for a few
days. There is often a lengthy section repeating
earlier messages, usually marked by a ',"charac-

ter followed by a few sentences giving the wri-
ter's contribulion to the discussion.
I tested my own and Dilwyn's email tidying rou-
tines using 5 emails I have used in QL Today's
news section.
Using QL-2-PC Jiansfer the headers were
successfully removed from all emails as were the
''" markers, but some extraneous content at the
end of the email remained. lt was also necessary
to run each file through the OCR tidy rouiine to
get an easily editable text. I should add that this
routine was written for emails generated by
Outlook Express and I cannot say if it would
work for emails generated by other programs.
Dilwyn's program has the advantage that you

only have to run an email through the program

once to extract the text into an editable form.
You also can choose between "," and "1" for the
markers to be removed. This probably means
that it is more useful for emails not generated by
Outlook Express. However I did find the results
less satisfactory than those using QL-2-PC Trans-

fer Nol only did the email header remain, but also
the properties section, often more than a page
long, that is usually invisible to the user
Although I wrole above that I was doubtful about
the usefulness of the email text extraction rou-
tine in QL-2-PC Transfer I have recently had a

good experience of its use. One of our regular
writers, David Denham, travels around the coun-
try in the summer in a camper van, While on his

travels he still writes for QL Today but this year
he forgot to take the editor's email address with
him and had to send it to us via Dilwyn Jones. As
you can see from the illustration {figure 5) the
article became seriously corrupted in transport.
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Figure 5



Reformatting this article manually would have
been a long and boring task lt would have
meant working through over 400 lines removing
the "'" character and soft line feeds Saving the
email as a text file did not help a great deal.
However I ran it twice through QL-2-PC liansfer
first using the text extraction routine and then the
OCR text tidy routine. ln less than two minutes I

had a usable text file easily reformatted to the
QL Today column width (figure 6).

ESSENTIAL QL SOFTWARE

Some pr+grams you just can't live withoutl

Here's a little run tlrough of my Top 20 favourite and most
used Qt programs. I hope this will encourage re aders to
write and let us all kn+w what tleir favourite Frograms are.

I'm als+ using this article to drop a fetu hints ab+ut prsgrams

I'd like t+ see written for the QL.

l.Xchange

Quiil and its gr+up of programs might be over 30 years old,
but they are stiil pedectly good programs for those like me

who aren't that into ltrfindows and Linux. Th*y're simple to
use and do most of the basi*s quite ranell. Quill can be used to
vrite letters quickly, and io generate documentation liles
knowing euery QL user will have a c+py. Archive might be

thought of as a bit slow, but it's fine lor the fairly basic

databas*s I need t+ use and I can write my own liulel
pro1ranLs in the A-rchive programming language ta make it
do exactlv what I qrant. Abacus is about as simple to use as

Figure 6

ln summary I have doubts about the usefulness
of either program for tidying up emails unless
they are extremely long lt is probably just as
convenient to save an email as a lext file and
work from that
However when it comes to tidying up a text file,

whether from a QL word processor, a webpage
saved as text or an OCR read text, both pro-
grams could be valuable time savers, What is

more interesting is that this type of program
seems specific to the QL I know of no PC pro-
gram that does something similar

POSTSCRIPT: Jochen has given the editor two
light raps on the knuckles as a result of this
article.
Firstly he thinks we should make it clear that the
article is not intended as a crilicism of our con-
tributors As I wrote in the first paragraph our
regular writers follow our guidelines faithfully and
cause us few problems. However occasionaily
an artrcle can become corrupted in transmission
or during conversion transfers, Then tidying up
programs are useful, They are even more useful
when editing the news content.
Secondly he had to correct the article because
the editor had used the wrong character for an

emailmarker Fortunately he kindly spared me the
penalty of 100 lines,
"l must nol confuse a ',' wilh a ','.'

How a GPS receiver knows what
time it is
ln previous articles I described the Global Positio-
ning System and how it is used to find the accu-
rate location of any place on earth. At the time I

wrote them I did not understand the way the rela-
tively cheap clock in the receiver is synchronised
with the alomic clocks in the satellites, which is

really at the heart of the way it determines its
position. ldo understand it now
To summarise, in case you don'l remember or
have the other articles handy, GPS is a method
of location using the calculated distances from a

swarm of about two dozen artificial satellites, or-
biting at around 12000 miles from the centre of
the earth in twelve hour orbits, broadcasting data
of time and their positions, on about 15 GHz, that

allow a suitable receiver to calculate ils own po'
sition in latitude and longitude, and its height
above a datum. They circulate along paths close-
ly monitored and corrected by ground slations
and they have, of course, to be controlled to a

greater accuracy than the position you are trying
to calculate. The orbits criss-cross in the sky so
that any place on earth always has enough in

view to get a good fix,
By measuring the times the radio signals take to
arrive from the satellites the receiver is able to
calculate its distances from them and hence its
position relative to them. With a knowledge of
the geometry of the orbits this position can be
converted into the latitude and longitude of the
receiver



Precisely each second every satellite starts
transmitting its sequence of signals. Among them
is its own unique identifying signal; this is the PRN

or Pseudo Random Number sent as a long binary
number that I also did not understand then. A
good receiver will have a number of processing
channels, and, after the initial start up period to
find out the time, and what satellites are in view
etc., each channel slides {in time) a replica of one
of the codes until a correlation is found, So, by
this the receiver identifies the satellite, and the
slide time gives the delay in receiving its signal,
that is the time taken for the signal to lravel;
divide by the speed of propagation, and you
have the distance from the satellite,
The signal, whizzing along at around 300,000
kilometres per second or 30 cm every nano-
second, takes about 68 milliseconds to arrive
from a satellite overhead, and from one on the
horizon, about 86 milliseconds. Measuring this
travel period accuraiely enough obviously needs
a very precise knowledge of the time the radio
signal set ofl and each satellite has a number of
atomic clocks on board, again monitored and
controlled from the ground so that ihey are all

synchronised within the satellite and throughout
the swarm. However it is difficult to make a cor-
respondingly accurate clock reasonably cheaply
so the receiver has to synchronise its own
quartz crystal controlled clock to the GPS time,
as I will describe in a moment A pay-off from this
is that you can get a very accurate time check -
potentially many times more accurate than the
MSF transmissions used in radio-controlled
clocks, which, with a 60kHz carrier can give a
signal correct only to about one millisecond

To get a fix, four satellites are needed: the dis-
tance lrom the first defines a spherical 'surface'

on which the receiver (strictly its antenna) must
be, somewhere. The same applies to a second
satellite, so the antenna is now known to be loca-
ted on the circle where this 'sphere' cuts the first,
since it musl be on both. A third sphere cuts this
circle in two places, and, assuming that the times
of travel of the srgnals, and hence the distances,
are accurate, a fourth sphere should pass lhrough
just one of these points, giving a unique position
relative to the salellites'frame of reference.
With the receiver's clock unadlusted, this fourth
sphere will miss the point established by the first
three; but they can then be made to coincide by
calculating a small correction, and adding it to (or

subtracting it from) each measurement: this cor-
rection is how much the receiver clock is fast or
slow on satellite time. By applying it, the ground
receiver's clock is synchronised with satellite
time. A succession of these correclions over a

few seconds will also give the rate of gain or
loss in the receiver's clock
However the measurements and calculations are
not precise, so, in subsequent fixes, even with
the correcled clock, the 'spheres' will not meet
exactly at the same point. More satellites'distan-
ces are measured giving a spread of intersec-
tions over a small space called a 'resection". A
calculation from the points defining the resection
gives the most probable position (MPP in the jar-

gon) and a better average, correction for the
clock; also the area of the resection is a measure
of the additional inaccuracy of the fix, called
'Dilution 0f Position"or DOPabove that expected
from the inherent tolerances of the system itself.

It is a remarkably clever and ingenious system

ldescribe here how and why I came to use executable Things.

why
Although setting PROGD$ to the directory containing executable programs can make it easier to load
them by omitting the directory when typing the tX command it sometimes fails. ln my case this is
because I have set PROGD$ to Wttrlt-C68- instead of the usual W|NI-SYS- and then tried to access
NIT-PEEK from W|NI-SYS- by typing tX NET-PEEK only to see the message"not found". When this
happened several times I recalled that I accessed QD by typing EXIP and that this worked whatever
the value of PROGD$. QD is a Thing and is accessed by the keyword tXtP
I then determined to do the same with NET-PEEK. Howeve[ my program would have to be available
to those who did not have Things. This meant that I had to arrange for NIT-PEEK to be capable of
being either loaded by tX or being set up as an executable Thing by LRESPR.



How
First of all we have to know enough about Things for our purpose

Things are kept in a linked list tach Thing has an associated linkage block as follows,

Item Position Meaning
TILNXTH $00 -) next linkage block
TH-USAGE $04 USAGE list
TH-FRFRE $OS eode ea11ed when force remove frees a thing
TILFRZAP $0C code called when thing owner is renoved
TH-THING $10 -) Thing itself
TH-USE $1/' code to USE the Thing, or 0
TH-FREE $18 eode to FREE the Thing, or 0
TE-RIMOV $1C code to foree FREE the Thing, or 0
TA-NSIIAR $20 byte set if Thing not shareable
TH-VERID $26 version ID
TH*NAME $24 name of Thlng

All these are long words except TH-NSHAR which is a byte and TH-NAME which is a string.
For all the executable programs I have made into Things I have set the whole linkage block to zero
apart from TH-THING, TH-VERID and TH-NAM[. The item TH-NXTH must not be zero of course, but
it is set by the appropriate linking code as we will see later
We must now have a look at the Thing ilsell I mean by that the Thing to which TH-THING points

All Things have a header which starts wilh:

The type can be -1 to 4 with various meanings, Ours is 1, which means"executable code'

Our Thing continues:

THH_FI,AG $OO
THH_TYPE $04

THH*HDRS $08
THH*HDRL $0C
THH_DATA $10
THH-START $14

ttTHGy'ou

type of Thing

offset to code
size of eode
dataspace
offset to start of progran or 0

The offsets here are all measured from the address of THH*FLAG.
The information given here in the Thing is enough to set up our program as a Job

The QDOS software for creating a 1ob, MT-CJOB with liap u1, asks for the length of code and the
length of dataspace and also allows an explicit start address to be given This start address can be to
a single version of the code, thus enabling several versions of the program to be runnrng simul-
taneously with only one copy o{ the code.
MT*CJOB uses the information it has been given to set up an area in RAM. This starts with a $68
byte header which is followed by an area equal io the sum of the lengths of code and amount of
dataspace requested, The header contains a pointer to the stari of the program. This points either to
the area immediately following the headel or to the start address given to MT-CJOB if this is not
zero.
One item relating to the program is not held within the $68 byte header: This item is the program's
name I imagine the reason for thls is that names are of indeterminate length so that ihe header would
have had to contain, for the name, a fixed space which will be either too large, which is wasteful or ioo
small which is restrictive. The compromise solution was to set the name B bytes after the end of the
header which, of course, puts it inside the code, which immediately follows the header: The name is
preceded by a word containing the marker $4AFB.
A normal program will thus start with, say, a shorl branch followed by a long word which is followed by



$4AFB. Then comes a string which is taken as the name of the program which is what will be shown,
for example, if you type JOBS,
The program NET-PEEK was written to be re-entrant, That is, it does not alter its own code This
means that multiple copies of the code are not needed for multiple versions of the program.
We can now determine what the Thing linkage block and the Thing itself should contain. Before
detailing these contents I should state how the linkage block and the Thing will be set up. This will be
done by adding a piece of code to the start of the program We will CALL this code ln other words
we wiIILRESPR the program to create ihe Thing As a consequence the whole of the program's code
will have been loaded into a space allocated from the heap.
There is just one more element to be introduced before commenting on the code itself. lt is this
Although I determined that NET-PEEK should become a Thing, as I indicated above, I realised also
that some machines may not have the Thing code and that therefore NET-PEEK should remain
capable of being started by tX. This means that the initial code for NET-PEEK has to decide whether
it has been invoked by EX or by LRESPR. Furthermore, it is necessary for safety lhat a Thing should
be set up from master BASIC and not a daughter basic in SMSQ/E. This is because a daughter basic
can be removed but the master BASIC cannot.

Comments on the Code below

lnilial Code
Whether the program is started by LRESPR or EX the first instruction obeyed is that at HEADZ. This is
a normal start of a program with a branch round the name ln this case we go to START where we
have to decide how we were born.

We use MT-INF to put our Job ID in D1.1. This will be zero if we were LRESPRd from master BASIC, lf

so we jump to SET-THING. Otherwise a check is made to ensure that we were not LRESPRd from a
daughter BASIC. tach BASIC in SMSQ/I has 'SBAS" in *a(A6), Any other non zero lD is taken as
arising from EX, in which case we branch to the real starl of the program at STARTA.

SET-THING
We set A1 pointing to the linkage block and A0 to the Thing itself
The software linking in the Thing requires the items from TH-THING to TH-NAMI to be filled in, so
that is what we do. Most of them are zero for we don't need code to use, free, force free or remove
the item.
The Thing itself is filled in with, effectively, the instructions on how the executable program is to be set
up when the Thing is called. Thus the code to be set is determined by THH-HDRS, which is set to
HIADZ. THH-HDRL is set to PRS - HEADZ, which is the length of code from the start of the program
to the end of its name. This is all the "code" we need. The dataspace, $3300 bytes, is sel in

THH-DATA. Finally the real start address, STARTA, is set in THH-START
lf the program were not re*entrant the "code' would have to be the entire program, so the length
would have to be set accordingly in THH-HDRL. Also the value of THH-START would have to be
zero. lf this had been done with NET-PEIK, the start would have been at HEADZ and not STARTA.

Would this have worked? Yes it would, since the initial code would have decided that the program had
not been LRESPRd and a branch would have been made to STARTA as needed,

Linking the Thing
ln the operating system SMS2 there are various Trap 11 routines, D0 = $26 to $2C inclusive, which all

relate to the Thing system. Alas none of them are available elsewhere, including SMSQ/E. To enable
these to be used when lhese liap t1r are not available there is, at the end of the list of Things a

Thing called THING
THING contains entries to two vector routines, THH-ENTRY and THH-EXEC. We are interested in the
first, since, by lumping to it as a subroutine with the registers set up as for the missing liap r1r ihese
are implemented.
Code to access the vector is given at GU-THVEC. We use this with D0 = B To link in our Thing we
need its address in A1, which it is, and D0 set to $26 which we do.



When this is done we return to BASIC

Code

HEADZ

NAME

N_JND
PRS

START

SAT-THING

; I'le rnust

00Ps_1

*

; This is

N_TH]NG

; This is

TLINK

; NB HED1

; Here is

STARTA I,EA
LEA

BRA.S
DC. t
DC.Id
DC.i^I
DC.B
DS.B

MOVEQ

TRAP
TST. t
BEQ

CMPI. I
BNE

MOYEQ

RTS

I,EA
I,NA
MOVE. ],

link in

MOVEQ

BSR

BNE

MOVEQ

JSR
TST. I
RTS

START
0

$itAfg
N-NND_NAME

'INET*3EEK Vll, lrERSrONr',
0

#MT_rNF,D0
#7
D1
SET*THING
#'rSBASr',_4$A)
STARTA

#-19,D0

TLINK,Al
N_THING,A0
A0, $10(A1)

this Thing

#B,Do
GU_THVEC

00Ps_1
#$26,D0
(Ai')
DO

the NET-PEEK Thing

DC.t nTHC'fn 
'1DC.t HEADZ-N-THING

DC.L PRS.HEADZ
DC.r $3300DC.t STARTA_N_THING

the linkage block

DCB.LI 19,0
DC.L n1.00il

HED1 < rrNET-PEEKrt) TTLINK1

is a macro setting the string <

the actual start of the program

(A6,A5.L) ,A7
(A6,A4.r),A6

July 2007r'

; Zeroes up to Version
; Version
; Thing name

. > r.rith label TIINK1

Set the
. JOB ID

in D1.L
Master BASIC
Daughter BASIC?
..NosoitwasEX
lJe cannot set the .
. Thing from here

address of linkage bloek
address of Thing itself
set address of Thlng

THN*ENTR
Get Thing vector to 44

link in
. the Thing

Back to BASIC

; Marker and type 1

; 0ffset to trcoden

; Size of trcoderr

; Dataspace
; Offset to start of program

set STACK

-) DATA SPACE



. Program continues

Routine to get Thing Vector to A/r

At entry D0.tr{ = $08 for TH-ENTRY routine
= $0C for TIIJ)GC routine

VECR REG

GU-THVEC MOVEM.t
MOVE.I{
MOVEQ

TRAP

MovE.1.I
TRAP

MOVE.t
BEQ

MOVEA.I
THVEC_LP MOVS.t

BEQ

MOVEA.L
BRA

NOT_THERE MOVEQ

BRA

FOUND MOVEA.L
CMPI. L
BNE

MOVEA.T
TH_3T MOVE

MOVEM.t
TST. L
RTS

D7-3/D7/AA
vEcR,-(sP)
DorD3
#MT_INF,D0
#I
sRrDT
#a
sv_THrNGr(AO) ,D1
NOT-THERE ----)
D1rA0
(lo),or
FOUND

D1,40
TH\IEC*TP

#-7,DA
TH-IT

$10(Ao),Ao
#-t,4(Ao)
NOT_THERE
(lo,03. i,rr) , A/+

D7,Sn
(sP)+,rrECR
DO

; Registers to keep .

i . Keep them

; Get system information

; Preserve status register
; Supervisor mode

; address of thing linkage

; Next block . .

; Last block - found
; Reset A0
i . and try again

; Pointer to THING Thing
; Is 1t type -1? . .
t . tfraid not
; set tbe vector to A/+

; return to user mode

; replace registers
; set condition codes .

i and return

The Toolkit 2 manual says that "a 'directory' is

where the system expects to find a file" and
goes on to explain that this can be as simple as
a drive name like MDVI- or FLP2-
To help us understand exactly what a directory is,

we need to draw a comparison with paper based
files.
Suppose our office has a few filing cabinets. All
our paper files can be placed in any of these
filing cabinets. One is called MDVI-, another is

called FLPI- and another is called WlNl-. These
correspond to our microdrives, floppy disk drives
and a hard disk respectively. These filing cabinets
all have drawers and each drawer contains a

number of folders into which the loose bits of
paper are grouped. lt's obviously convenient to
have related files together For example, one
folder per company we deal with.
Grouping papers together like this can make it
easier to find something, We have reserved a

drawer labelled CUSTOMERS for allour customer
correspondence, and another drawer labelled
SUPPLERS for all our suppliers. A third drawer is
labelled TAX and contains our tax correspon-
dence for each year in its own folder We could
use a diagram like this to represent lhe filing
cabinet'

Filing Cabinet flpl_

SMITH JONES ELLIS CLARKE MERZ MEGACORP 2OO4 2006 2047



Notice how the diagram grows like an upside
down tree - the further along the tree you go,

the more files there are. Starting from a single
stem at the top, it grows additional branches,
then those grow additional branches and the
whole structure expands like a growing tree. You

may have hundreds of sheets of paper in the
filing cabinet and if you just placed them on your
desk in a random order {like my desk?) you'd
have a bit of a problem finding them when you
needed them. But when neatly arranged it

becomes easier Want the tax records for 2005?
Go to filing cabinet FLPI*, look in the drawer
called TAX and pick out the folder called 2005
This is why directories are often referred lo as
'directory trees' because when you draw a dia-
gram they usually end up looking like a tree-one
initlal stem and then branches spread out, and
from those branches individual twigs (or sub-
branches) spread out further When you have a
large number of files, they become much easier
to handle when grouped into a structure you find
easier to cope with. lt usually means grouping
related files togethe[ so you can focus on those
and ignore others,
The concept of 'directories' on a QL is very
similar to that of a filing cabinet. Just as a filing
cabinet can have individual drawers containing
several folders, so our QL drives can have
directories on them, each of which in iurn can
contain several sub-directories or sub-folders. lt

is traditional to use the term 'directory' on a QL
rather than a 'folder', but both mean lhe same
thing We don't mind which of the iwo terms you
USC.

lf we were to translate the filing cabinet example
above into QL filenames, we'd end up with some-
thing like this'
FLPl_CUS?0mRS_
FIPI-CUSTOMERS_SMI TH_
FtPl*CUSTOMgRS_JONNS_
FI,P1-CUS?OMERS-JII,I S_
FtPI*SUPPI,IERS_
FIPI-*SUPPTIERS_C IARK_
FLPLSUPPTIERS-.!MRZ_
FLPI-SUPPTIERS--II,IEGAC ORP_
FtP].-TAX-
FtP1*TAX-200/+-
FI,P1_TAX*2005_
FrP1*TAX_2006*
FrP]*TAX*2007_

And obviously individual filenames would be ad-
ded to the various directories. Where this comes
in useful is being able to list only the files requi-
red. So, if we want to list only letters to a custo-

mer called SMITH, we could use a DIR or WDIR

command to list them:
DIR FLPI-CUSTOMERS_SMITH_

or
WDIR FLPI-CUSTO}{ERS_SMITH_

Note how each directory part ends with a '-'
character This is the official directory separator
on a QL, so we can see that FLP1 contains a

directory called CUSTOMERS and a sub-directory
called SMITH. Unfortunately, ihe character '-' can
also be used in a filename, so it is not just a
directory separator A directory name should end
wiih a '-'(some commands add it automatically)

Default Directories
Suppose we have a large collection of basic pro-
grams, lt's convenient to have them all in a folder
called FLPI-BASIC- By using the DATA-USE and
pROG*USI commands we can tellthe QL to use
a cerlain directory by default'
DATA-USE flpl-
This uses flpl- as the default drive
DATA-USE f1p1-baslc-
This uses flpl-basic- as the default

So, using the second example, a DIR command
wilh no parameter would list files starting with
winl-basic-, so we may have a listing which
looks like,
mydisk2 /*SO/ZZO sectors
baslc-typewriter-bas
basic-convert-bas
basicaahtzee-bas
basic-trainer-bas
basie-bills-bas

Notice how all my basic programs have the en-
ding "-bas' - I normally add filename extensions
to make it even easier lo spot file types, for
example '*bas" files are basic programs, "-doc"

files are Quill documents, '-scr" files are screen
pictures and so on. The use of filename exlen-
sions is usually (not always) optional as it makes
life easier QL Today has covered the subject of
lilename endings in the past so I won't dwell on
these,
lf we wanted to save a new basic program called
BACKUP-bas after setting DATA-USE to
FLPI-BASIC-, all we need do is SAVE
backup-bas, the QL tries to save il as you
specified, realises you didn't specify the drive/
directory and adds the DATA-USI default setting
to it automatlcally for you, so that it saves it as
FLPl-BASIC-backup-bas
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DATA-USE this default applies to basic
programs and general data files.

PROG*USE - this default applies to executable
pr0grams.
DEST*USE - this one is a little different, and

applies to destinations in commands like WCOPY
which have a TO option
SPL-USE- default device for spooling with SPL

commands.

I normally keep copies of my executable pro-
grams together in one directory called IXECS.
This allows me to set PROG-USE to
FLPI-EXICS* and so all I have to do is type
tXfC NAME and off it goes, without having to
type in the full name or "palh' (the path is simply
the drive and directory and filename of the file
together)
So assuming my FLPI-EXICS- directory con-
tains:
HGCS-QUII,t
EXECS_PAINTER
DGCS_TYPER_TASK
EXECS_SIDEWAYS-J)CE

all I have to do to start Quill is,

EXXC Qurrr
and the QL will realise that there is no drive
called QUILL so the tXtC command adds the
program default device (as the PROG-USE set-
ting is called) and converts it automatically to
nmc FLPI_EXECS_QUILL

The destination default is a little different. lt's
meant to be used in commands which are sen-
ding files {rom one place to another such as a

copy command lt's meant to provide a default
drive andlor directory to be used when nothing
is specified as the TO {ilename. ln practice, it's
not always used by some QL systems (l don't
know why), but there is one more specific use to
this destination default device, We have already
touched on the notion that a directory name
ends with a '*' character lf the DEST-USE com-
mand gives a name which ends without a '-' it's
treated as a non-directory device, one which
does not store files as such, for example, a prin-

ter channel So we could use DEST-USE PAR to
ensure that the default destination for copied files
is our printer connected to the PAR port'
DEST_USE IPARI

COPY FIPI*BOOT
should then cause the COPY command to send
a copy oi our boot program to the printer con-
nected to PAR. Note that the names used in the
DATA*USE, PROG*USE, DEST-USE and

SPL-USE commands can be quoted or unquo-
ted, and are not case sensitive (FLPI*BASIC- is

the same as flpl-Basic* for example).

Checking the Defaults
There are 3 functions to check the current
seltings of the three defaults.
PRINT DESTD$ prints the string DATA-USI is

set to.

PRINT PROGD$ prints the string PROG-USE is
set to.

PRINT DESTD$ prints the string DIST-USE is

set to.

Here is a short superbasic program to illustrate
how to check and set these defaults. This is

quite useful in itself - you could compile this with
lirrbo and set it up on a hotkey to be there when
needed,

100 REMark set DATA*USE,PR0G-USE and
DEST*USE

110 CtS : CtS #0
120 PRINT'DATA_USE=' ;DATADg
130 PRINT IPR0G-USE=' ; PR0GD$
140 pRINT'DEST*USE=' ;DESTD$
1r0 INPUT\tNew value for DATA*USE >

t ; datause$
160 INPUT rNew value for PROG-USE >

t;proguse$
170 INPUT fNew value for DEST-USE ,

t; destuse$
180 DATA-USE datause$
190 PR0G*USE proguse$
200 DEST-USE destuse$

There's also a command called DLIST in Toolkit 2
which lists the default settings for all three,
DTIST #ehannel-number
So DLIST t1 will send the shori list of the three
default values to screen window channel fil.

LEVEL 1 and LEVEL 2
You may have heard of the term "level 2 directo-
ries" which is used with newer disk systems and
hard disk systems.
The original QL disk systems used something
called a 'level 1' directory struclure (also called
'soft'directories), Basically, these weren't really di-

rectories, they simply treated filename prefixes
as though they were directories and although still

useful, they didn't really handle directories in any
way in which users of olher computers would
recognise.
The main difference was that when you called up
a list of files, you saw all files rather than a list of
directories, The filenames were not'contained' in

the directory as such, the filenames were just



identified by name prefixes and did not really cor-
respond exactly to our comparison with an office
filing cabinet.
So, using our example above, when we did a DIR

FLPI- we got a complete list of files like this,

rnydisk2 l+5A/72A sectors
CUSTOMERS_

CUSTOMERS_SMITH-
CUSTOI'JMRS_JONES_

CUSTOI,ERS--EttIS-
SUPPLIHRS_
SUPPTIERS*CLARK_
SUPPTIERS-j,IERZ-
SUPPT I ERS--I'{E GA C ORP-
TAX_
TAX_2004_
TAX_2005*
TAX_z006_
TAX_2007_

But the intention was to create three independent
directories on the disk, where the files would be
separaled into independent groups, so ideally our
DIR command should have given us a result as
follows,
mydisk2 110/720 sectors
CUSTO}MRS

SUPPLIERS
TAX

ln other words, if we do a DIR of the filing cabinet
itself, we only want a list of the drawers, not of
every bit of paper in all of them
lf we then wanted a list of files in a given drawer
we could do something like DIR

FLPI-CUSTOMERS- which would give us a list of
the folders or sub-directories contained within
CUSTOMTRS {rather like a list of drawer content
attached to the front of each drawer of our filing
cabinet),
mydisk2 /+50/720 sectors
CUST0IvIERS_SMITll*
cusT0!mRs*JONEs_
CUSTOMERS-EIIIS*

Having got as far as this, we can then list the indi-

vidual files within each of these customers'
sub-directories. Hopefully, it will be clear by now
that we can go up and down the 'tree' as we
wish and it should also be clear how storing
groups of files together makes it easier to locate
them by keeping such groups down to more
manageable sizes, especially when we have
such large storage capacities available to us
these days and QL software is usually fairly small
compared lo, say, Windows packages
Files which are not placed in any sub-directory of

the disk are referred io as being in the "root

directory', i,e. saved direct onto the drive itself
with a comrnand such as SAVE FLPI-BOOT
This is the difference belween Level 1 and Level
2 directories. Basically level 2 direclories are se-
parate locations for filenames. You can put
groups of files into a directory and they will only
be listed when you are handling that particular di-

rectorir
Here's a short list of examples of which systems
use Level 1 and Level 2 directory syslems. This
list is not exhaustive, these are only examples of
systems I think I know about. ln general, if your

system has a MAK[-D|R command to create real

directories, it is level 2

LEVEL 1

o Unexpanded QL
o interface systems, e,g. QDISK
o Most pre-]iump Card disk
o Miracle Systems Trump Card
.Older ramdisks
r Some emulators, e g. QLAY
r Qemulator for Apple Macs
. QDOS Classic Amiga

LEVEI- 2
. Qubbesoft liump Card
o Gold Card
o Super Gold Card
. QXL
o Modern ramdisks
e Qemulator for Windows
o Miracle Hard Disk
. QPC1 and QPC2
. Qubide
. Q40 and Q60

Creating Hard Directories
There's a command and a function on mosl Level
2 systems to create the directories on the first
place,

MAKS_}IR FLP1 BASIC_

or
LET any-error = FMAKE-!IR(fLf1 sAsfC-)
The function version makes it easier to apply
error lrapping, for example, allowing a second try
when someone tries to create a directory but
forgets to insert a floppy disk,
100 REPeat loop
110 INPUTtEnter name of directory , t;d$
120 any-emor = fmff-Pfn(a$)
130 IF any-error ( 0 TI{EN
140 REPORT #l,any-error
150 ELSE

160 EXIT loop



170
180

END IF
END REPeat loop

That example will not work on version AH or JM

QL ROM because of the use of the RTPORT
command.
You can create the directories which represent
the drawers in our filing cabinet with a few
MAffi-DIR commands:
MAKE-'IR FLPI*CUSTO}MRS_
MAKE-'IR FI.P:._SUPPLIERS-
MAIG-IIR FIP1_TAX*

The sub-directories they contain can be created
in two ways, explicitly using the full path names
afler you have creaied the initial drrectory, or less
directly by setting the DATA-USE default to the
directory required after creating the initial directo-
ry then issuing a series of MAKE*DIR commands
with the new sub-directory rdrnos:
1 txplicitly
MAM-IIR FI,P]._CUSTOIIERS_
MAKE-'IR FLPI*CUSTOMERS-SMITR*
MAKE-' IR FLP 1-CUSTOEMRS_JONES_

MAIG-II R FtP 1-CUSTOI\iMRS_ELLIS_

2. lndirectly
MAKE-DIR FIPI_CUSTOIMRS_
DATA-USE FLPI*CUSTOMERS*
MA]G-DIR SMITH_
MAKE-'IR JONES_
MAM-NIR ELT,IS_

Both methods give the same result, but one me-
thod may be more useful than the other in some
contexts.
Another difference with level 2 systems is that
most systems list the directory names with a

marker alongside the name, usually a ' -,' afler
the directory name, e,g, when the three directo-
ries created above exist alongside a program
called flpl-BOOT
DIR FI,PL

450/720 sectors mydisk2
CUSTO}MRS .,
SUPPLIERS -)
TAX -)
boot

So this example tells us that there is a file called
'boot'in the "root" directory and three drrectories.
Note that directory names are often listed with-
out the '-' ending. ln fact, many directory-related
commands such as DATA-USE or MAKE-DIR will
usually append the '-' to a directory name auto-
matically as and when required

Note the restriction on directory and filename
lengths on QL system ln general, they are re-

stricted to 36 characters, including both direclory
and filename, so you couldn't have, for example,
a 36 character filename contained within a 36
character directory name as that would make the
total length 72 characters The 36 character limit

doesn't include the drive name, so that could add
another 5 characters making the total combined
length limit of 41. This is not too great a

restriction in most cases, since very long path
names quickly become difficult to handle. The
only time it's been a problem in my experience is

when trying to unzip archives create using ZIP on
other computers. As an example, try unzipping
Jonathan Hudson's Lynx package into a subdi-
rectory on a QL system - you quickly run out of
characters unless it's unzipped to the root of a

hard disk, which is inconvenient.

Directory Navigation
Toolkit 2 includes a useful set of 3 commands for
navigating along directory trees These are
DDOWN, DUP and DNEXT, which work by adjust-
ing the DATA-USI defaults. Jb visualise how they
work, we need to think of the example tree lisled
above to see how they move along the structure.
Suppose we siart off with DATA-USI FLPI-, then
issue a DDOWN "suppliers" command. The
DATA-USE value is now FlPl*suppliers*. Next, we
issue a DDOWN Merz command. The DAm*USt
value now becomes FLPl-suppliers-Merz. But
nexl we wish lo go back up the tree, back to
suppliers, so to go back to the next level up lhe
tree we issue a DUP command to Directory UP

one level, in other words DAIA*USI is now
FlPl*suppliers, lssue another DUP command and

it goes back to FLPI-
DNTXT moves to another directory at the same
level as the one we are in at the moment. So if
we are in FlPl*suppliers- and wish to jump to
FLPl-tax- we can simply issue a DNEXT 'tax'

command to do a sideways jump within the same
level

Commands
Wilh Toolkit 2, the following file maintenance
commands use the DATA-USI default to various
extents {many are Toolkit 2 commands),
DIR, WDIR, STAI WSIAI; DELETE, WDEL,
COPY COPY-O, COPY_N, COPY-H, WCOPY
SPL, SPLT RENAME, WREN
The various file saving, loading and opening
commands also use the DATA-USI default as
long as the system has Toolkit 2



LOAD, SAVE, MERGE, MRUN, OPEN, OPEN_IN,
OPEN-NEW SBYTES, LBYTES, LRESPR,
OPEN-OVER and OPEN-DIR
Cornmands such as EX, EW EXEC and EXEC-W
which execute programs use the PROG-USE
default instead.

Listing the Directories
lf you have the WD extensions from Phil Borman
(they were supplied on the Qubide utilities disk as
a file called WD-BIN and you can download them
from some QL websites too), these rnclude a

handy little command called TREI which lists the
directories on a hard disk, starting from the cur-
rent DATA-USE setting, The output looks like this,

CUSTOI',ERS

CUSTOIMRS_SMITH

CUSTOMERS_JONES

CUSTOIYMRS_EI,I,IS

SUPPTIERS
SUPPTIERS-CLARK
SUPPIIERS_},IERZ
SUPPLIERS-MEGACORP
TAX

rax_eoo4
TAX_z005
m^v anna1fl1r-<,V\JU

TAX_2007

ll like me, you'd prefer a listing whereby only the
sub-directory names are shown in the listing, with
the sub-directory names indented a little, here is

a litlle superbasic program to do this, based on a

listing in QL Today Volume 3 lssue 5 You can lin-
ker with this listing until the cows come home -

some hints are included to enable you to custo-
mise it as you require.

It uses a version of Dilwyn Jones's Extended Dir

routine to recursively find directory names - once
in a grven directorii scan through it for further
sub-directory names and call it again to scan
those, So, using our filing cabinet analogy we
start with a given filing cabinet and check how
many drawers il has. Starting with the first drawer
we look into that to see how many folders it con-
tains. Once we've finished that drawer: we move
on to the next - any empty drawers only result in

no sub-drrectory names being printed.
The program produces an oulput listing 1o the
screen, pausing every 20 lines {press any key to
continue), lf you wish to modify it to print the tree
instead, remove lines 1070 and 1250, and change
the PRINT commands to output to a specified
channel number instead, e g 1075 OPIN
H3,'SERl' and change the PRINT commands in

lines 1230 and 1240 to PRINT s3, instead
The amount of indent for each sub-directory
name is specified in line 1260, where the number
added to the variable "indent' is the depth of
indent for each sub-directory branch
The directory names printed don't end with '-',

since the QL doesn't seem to store them wiih
the '*' - I presume that this is because '-' is
'assumed' as separator by convention. lf you
prefer to see the character after each
directory name just add it at the end of the
PRINT stalement in line 1240
Some QL file handling programs like the QPAC2
files menu precede directory names wiih a

symbol such as a ''' character This is quite easy
to implement by changing the PRINT command in

line 1230 to PRINT Flll$(",indent);', ';

1000 REMark Directory Tree Listing by David Denham
1010 REMark based on Dilwyn Jones routine in QI Today Volume J Issue 5

1020 :

1030 CLS : CLS #0
1040 INPUT #0, rDrive , ';dr$
1050 INPUT #0, rDirectory > ';drc$
1060 PRINT dr$
1070 line-lo = 0
1080 Show-Tree dr$,drc$,0
1090 :

1100 DEFine PR0Cedure Show-Tree (drive$rdireetory$r indent)
1110 L0Cal 1oop, channel, name$, dir*position
1120 channel = F0P--DIR (drive$&direetory$)
1130 IF channel ( 0 THEN RETurn
1140 dir-position = 1/r
1150 REPeat tree-loop
1160 BGET #channel\dir-position
1170 IF E0F(#channel) TIIEN CL0SE #channel : EXIT tree-1oop
1180 GET #channel,name$
1190 IF tEN(name$) > 0 THEN

*f* ***L
***{'::;##ffJ::'::::-{''Y*--,T: - -, )q f,"--.-::::=-?'H::;.=*:-*-.-.,- * -@4r\ia:*-*; **-+ h t 

r*"-. 
-;r:;-,**-*"'rl*-



1200 REMark a directory length of 0 may be a deleted f11e
1210 BGET #channel\dir-position-9 : REMark file type byte
122A IF C0DE(lNKEY$(#channel)) = 255 THEN

7!JA IF indent ) 0 THEN PRINT FIll$(' ',indent);
1240 PRINT name$(LEN(dlreetory$)+1+(indent> 0) T0 LEN(name$) )
1250 line--lro : line--no+1 : IF (line--no MOD 20) = 0 THEN PAUSE

1260 Show-Tree drive$rname$, indent+2
1270 END IF
12BO END IF
1290 dir*position = dir-position + 64
1300 END REPeat tree-loop
1310 END DEFine Show-Tree

Example of the output from this proSraffi:
cusT0t'{ERs
SMITH
JONES
EI,LIS
SUPPLIBRS
CI,A,RK

MERZ

MEGACORP

TAX

2004
2045
2006
2407

The Network
There is a slight difference when accessing {iles
over the QL network when Toolkit 2 is used
Suppose you are accessing files stored in a

directory called SUPPLIERS- on flpl- on network
station 6
DIR n6-FLP1-SUPPTIERS-

Here, the drive is n6- and in many ways the
sub-directory is FLP1-SUPPLI[RS-. I'm not going
to hark on too much about the network here, just

mention that it is something you need to be
aware of when using the network, Just be aware
that sometimes a 'directory" over a network can
actually be a whole drive. ln many ways, the
remote network station is a directory as far as
your QL is concerned and the various drives can
be lust sub-directories - but this is getting raiher
complex.

Conclu sions
Directories are a powerful resource on your

computer but not the easiest of subjects to
master You may be able to get away without
using them on a simple floppy disk system, but
once you start using hard disks, be they Qubides
or QXL.WIN emulator systems you will pretty
soon wish you knew about directories when you

see the number of files build up!

I have made a number of comparisons in this arti-
cle with filing cabinet and paper based offices,
and to me this is the best way of thinking about
directories - too many bits of paper cause con-
fusion without a proper filing system. The same
is true of the number of files we can have on QL
systems nowadays.

Greetings from the basement!

We have moved house and are getting settled
We have still got a lot of boxes to unpack and
things to find, but we are getting there. I have a
new'office'deep down in the basement where ii
is nice and cool. This is the first in the Assembler
series to come from the basement.
With all the upheaval of getting moved and
unpacked etc, I have not got a lot of code ior

you this time, hopefully, you won't be too bored
by this episode in which I go over bits and pieces
of assembly language programming that causes
me griel
It all started when I was having a think the other
day about life in general and assembly language
in particular: I was pondering on the bits of pro-
gramming in assembler that I always get wrong,
or have to really think about - and still get wrong.



SICNED and UNSIGNED tests
I don'l know about you, but I seem to have
severe difficullies in remembering which are the
signed and which are the unsigned tests I have
to confess that I always have a list of them
written down {or printed out) and stuck to my
work area - wherever that happens to be.

Here is a reminder of the 'cc' code lo use in a

Bcc or whatever for signed and unsigned com-
parisons,

I rest I Signea I unsigneo I

Greater Equal
Greater Than
Equal/Zero
Not Equal/Zero
Less Equal
Less Than
Negatlve
Positive

|--_____+_____--_F__.___-_+

So, if D0 B contains the value $FF it represents
either 255 (unsigned) or -1 (signed). You, as the
programmer should know whether the value is
considered signed or not and can make the cor-
rect comparison checks.
The EQ and Nt tests are inleresting in that they
either mean'two values are lnotl the same' when
comparing things such as memory and regiters,
or two registers etc, or when having just loaded
a register with a value, they mean 'the value just
loaded into a data register is [not] zero'

The following code examples are identical in

result, one is just quicker than the other,

MOVE.tr (A1),D0

ii?:t DoZero

and

MovE.rd (A1) , Do
OMPI.W #0,D0

:::.t 
DoZero

Which way round is the 'sub-
traction' in a CMP instruction
lf I see CMPIW n1234,D0 then it is obvious, I am
comparing D0\tV with the value 1234 That's easy.
However when lsee CMPW DO,DI llose the plot.
What am lcomparing here is it D0 with D1 or the
other way around. My brain hurts already

ls the value of 1234 subtracted from D0 or is the
value in D0 subtracted from 1234 Which way
round is the subtraction and the resulting setting
of flags?
The answel I note from part 2 of this series is
that the source register is subtracted from the
destination register exactly as a SUB instruction
would do, the result is simply discarded, So in the
instruction CMPW D0,D1 the f lags are set
according to DlW minus DOW
It is assumed that after this pseudo-subtraction,
some Bcc, Scc or DBcc instruction will no doubt
check the flags and do something useful with
the result

Which CC code to use after a
CMP
Leading on from the above, I never remember
which 'cc' code to use after a CMP - although,
having writien out the above it is becoming
clearer. The following code gives me the willies
time after time:

ciqp.r, DOrD1

::: 
sornewhere

This fragment has everything that confuses me,
almost, lt has a CMP followed by a'cc' instruclion
- so I have to think about the two 'problem

areas' I mention above, Signed or unsigned and
which register is causing the Hl to be true or
false
Well, the Hl is, from my table above, unsigned and
using my new found knowlege of the CMP
instruction I know (for a short while at least) that
the flag are set to the result of (D1.1 - D0 L) but
which way around does it go again ?

The BHI should be read as "branch if destination
register Hl source register' in the preceeding
CMP or SUB or whatever was used to set the
flags So, using this explanation, I now know that
the code above branches if D1L is higher {in an
unsigned manner) than D0 L

This leads me to surmise that the following
pseudo-code,

rF unsignea (or.l ) DO.l) rnnu

niis

t* rt
Becomes,

CC

HI
EQ

NE

tS

::

GE

trl
EQ

NE

I"E

I.T
MI
PL



rF 0MP.L D0,D1
Flags = result of D1.L - D0.L
BHI. s TIIEN
D1 is indeed GT (signed) than D0

EI,SE
D0 1s less or equal to D1 (tne nf,Sn Uit)
BRA.s ENDIF
Skip over the THEN clause

THEN

Do the THEN stuff
ENDIF

Together again.

Alternatively reverse the jumps to look more lrke the pseudo code,

IF CMP.L D0,D1
Flags = result of (Uf.t - DO.L)
BLS. s E],SE
D1 is not HI (unsigned) than D0

THEN

D1 is indeed HI than D0, (tire mnN li-t)
BRA.s ENDIF
Skip over the EISE cl-ause

ELSE
Do the ELSE stuff

ENDIF
Together again.

Maybe we should think about writing our assembly language in pseudo code and having a pre-pro-
cessor convert it into the real assembler code ...,

What about loops with condi-
tions
The instruction format for decrement and branch
on condilion instructions is DBcc where 'cc' is

one of the many condifion codes noted above
So, you have an area of RAM full of data and you
go looking through it for the first occurrence of a
specific byte value, let's say $00, and you know
that the leading word of the data defines the
length in bytes So, the following fragment would
do the job - assuming AO.L points to the data
and DlW holds a valid data lenglh.

l00P cMP.B #$00, (ao)+
DBcc D1rL00P

XNDIOOP

What we need to figure out is which 'cc we
require and also, what is result when we get to
the ENDLOOP label if we found a zero byte or if

we didn't.
One way we will end up at ENDLOOP is when
our counter in D1 expires - reaches minus 1 -
that indicates that we ran out of data before
finding what we wanted But, what happens if we
{ind a zero byte - and which'cc' do we need,
lf we remember that DBcc really means 'test

condition and decrement if false and branch' then
we should be ok. Alternatively,

IF rec' is FALSE THEN

D1=D1-1
IF D1 < > -1 Then

GOTO LOOP

EtSE
GOTO ENDTOOP

END IF
ETSE

GOTO ENDTOOP

END IF

So, we want to check for a zero byte, we can
use the'EQ'test - remember [Q means we have
hit a zero or two values are not equal - and our
code now becomes 

'

looP cMP.B #$oo, (ao)+
DBEQ D1,L00P

ENDLOOP ...

So, we have reached INDLOOP and we need to
know if we hit a zero byte or if we ran out o{
data How to tell?



Well ihe good news is that the DBcc instructions
do not alter the flags, SO on exit from a DBcc
loop, if the'cc' is still true, then the condition was
met and the loop terminated before the counter
ran out All we have to do is retest with the same
condition as follows

looP cMP.B #goo, (l,o)+
DBEQ Dl,LOOP

ENDL0OP BEQ.S FoundZeroByte

ln this case, we check for the tQ condition which
tells us that the loop terminated early
We can test the inverse condition as well to see
if the loop expired without hitting therequired
condition,

L00P cMP.B #$00, (ao)+
DBEQ D1,L00P

ENDIO0P BNE.S NotFound

Which we see makes the branch if the loop
expired when the counter in D1!V hit minus 1 I

propose that we rename this family of instruc-
tions to 'Decrement and Branch UNLTSS condi-
tion'. That makes more sense to me.

Do I have to TST.L D0 aften a
TRAP or a Vector call
I always get corrected on this one, eilher by
George or Simon. For years I have always done
this'

imp *:-
TST.T DO

SuperBASlC is the BASIC interpreter built into
QDOS ROMs, including Minerva, alihough the
Minerva version has a few enhancements, The
SMSQ/E operating system comes with an en-
hanced BASIC interpreter; called SBASIC, Over
the years, the term S*BASIC has been adopted
to mean either or both versions of QL BASIC

The SuperBASlC interpreter was originally deve-
loped by Jan Jones at Sinclair while QDOS itself
was developed by Tony Tebby The original plan
had been to use an operating system commis-
sioned from a company called GSf but for a

variety of reasons this was never supplied with
the QL and Sinclair used Tebby's QDOS instead,

BNE HandleError

Which is fine for a TRAP call - it has to be done
this way However for a vector call it is different,

r'TOW.W UT_GTSTR,A2
JsR (A2)
TST.L DO

BNE HandleEror

This is wrong - I do not need to test D0 after a
veclored utility call. The reason I do after a TRAP
and don't after a vector is quite subtle and was
only recently pointed out to me by Simon when it

all became very clear indeed.
A TRAP call is treated as an exception and to
return from an exception handler you use the
RTE instruction To return from a vectored call, it
is an RTS instruction, The difference between the
two is that the RTE restores the status register
as well as the program counter RTS simply
restores the program counter
So, all these years where I've been testing D0 on
return from vectors l've been wasting clock
cycles when I need not have done The status
register is correctly set on exit from a vectored
utility but has only D0 is set on return from a
TRAP
Simple, but it has caught me out for years I now
need to unlearn my habit of coding a TSTL D0
every time I use a vectored utility

Happy coding.

The GST operating system, called 6Bk/OS, was
marketed by GST as a plug in card for the QL for
a while, though it didn't sell in great numbers

The Minerva ROMs were originally developed by
a small team at QView - Jonathan Oakley, Stuart
McKnight and Laurence Reeves, and the initial
letter of their forenames gave the SuperBASlC
version of 'JSLl". Minerva was originally based
on QDOS ROMs, although the many changes
and improvements made to Minerva over time
meant they came to be recognised as separate
ROMs in their own right
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The Inhate QLDesktop
v1.02

f41.50 +p&p
f,2.00 UKI e50 EU I f,3.00 RoW

Neeils SMSQ/E & extended
colours ta run

EasyPTR v4
Pts 1&2

Major Rewrite!

f,42.oo----
Produce High cdour /ar*o o" \

pointer-driven **nu, r.oroQR?,/
$uperBASIC

Text 87 f, 79.00
Higlr Colow Patch {all rystems} *,9.00

P$C/P2 drivers f,26.00 / Fountextf39.fi)
Typset94 / 2488 drivers f,29.00 ea.

c*o*and\
SMSQIE for Gold Card /Atari I QXLI Q40
Aurora High Colour Driver included with

Gold Card Version

Now onry f,15.00 + postage

QPC 2 v 3.33

Now only f,42.[0
Upgrade Prices:
from v S.xx Free
from v Z.xx f13.9$
from v l.xx S.34.00

QPC?ritrr
Print to any Windows Installed Printer from

Your QLPrograms !

f27.00

Delivered on CD ROS{
with Nlarutal asAdobe
Acrcbat FiIe

Paid Upgrades

QD 98 to QD 2lXl3 f.I0.50

QSpread 2001 to Q$pread 2003 1,10.50

Programs upgreded to high colour versio
QMake I WinEd / QPAC I / Q}AC 2 / QSUP 1 SuQcess / DiSr Mate 5

$enil old ma$er disknnd f,1.60 per diskto cover co$s

,&darv Martsrl$*r
vith ordcr



Epson EPL-6200 Printer. QL campat-
ible Paralell Port) with 1 new toner.

f,75.00 + Carriage
Samsung 19'n CRT Monitor
Sony Trinitan Flat Screen

f,50.00 Collection advised.

Programs
Utilities

Fifi2 tr'ile Finder f21"00

QSup Utilies f,3{1.00

QSprmd Spreadsheet f,51.00
Cueshell2 File Manager f,15.00

QPAC 2 File Manager &
Utilities Fackage f42.00

QPAC I Calendan Clocl*,
Calculator, Sysnmn f,22.00

Qload/Qref Fast load for QDOS f,15.00

QTYP2 Spell Checker f,31.00

QLQ Printer Utility f,3{1.00

SuQcess Database f,28.00

GRoute Route Finder S25.00

Knight Safe3 Backup Program f,35.00
X'ractal Collection Fractals f,35.00

QCount Accounting f,25.00

Programming
QD 2003 TextEdifor & More f. 49.00

QBASIC Qliberaterto QD Link f, 15.00

Qliberator Basic Compiler f, 50.00

QD + QBASTC f, 63.00

QD + QBASIC + Qliberator f,1{14.00

QPTR PointerToolkit f, 32.00

MasterSpy FaS Text Sditor *. 30.08

QMake Asmmbler Tools f. 18.00

QMonlJmon Monitor- Upgrade only f, 22,tfr
BASIC Linker Basic Library Linker f, 22.00

Disa3 Dissassmbler S34.00
QMenu Menu Extensions & tutorial f. 16.00

Easyptrv4 Toolkils & Prugramming Extns f, 41.50

Easyptrv4 Part3 C exfensions f, 14.00

Recycled Items
(when available)

Srryer Gold Card S110.m
Gold Card f, 45.00

Aurora f, 65.m

QXL f, 3s.00

srperHermes f, 65.fi)
DiRen Keyboard
Interfac* f 15.00

Qplane f, 5.00

IIARDWARE
We have a rotating stock of both new and scond user hardware. It is best to

call or email us for details of what is available.

New Items

Aurora f,70.00
Aurora wi$301 & Minerva f80.00
8mb Rom Disq f,98.00

4mb Rom Disq ff5.00
2mb RomDisq f39.00
mPlarre f34.00
MCplnte f, 6.50

Various braQuets f, 8.00

GoId /Super Gold Card Batteries
f.l{},00

Call for details

We also have a collection of
standard QLs, QLPower

supplies and some QL books.

Cables for theAurora, Qubide
and Super Gold Card ROMs
and other QL accesscries are

also available from us.



The Argos ROMs for the Thor computers were
developed by David Oliver at CST the company
behind the Thor computers Argos is based on
QDOS, but includes many system enhancements
designed specifically for the Thor systems

SMSQ/E was developed by Tony Tebby with
more recent versions being maintained by Marcel
Kilgus and the SMSQ/t Registrar Wolfgang
Lenerz, who co-ordinates releases of the various
versions for the various platforms. As an interest-
ing aside, there had been an earlier version
called SMS2, which was only available as a plug
in cartridge for Atari systems Miracle Systems
commissioned an operating system called SMSQ
{rom Tony Tebby for their QXL Card, This was a
predecessor of SMSQ/L, the major difference
between SMSQ and SMSQ/I is that SMSQ does
not include any pointer environment (the /E in

SMSQ/E stands for the Extended Environment
built into that operating system) As for the name
SMSQ itself, various guesses have been made
as to what the letters stand for the likeliest expla-
nation being that it stands for Single-user Multi-
tasking System for QL SMSQ and SMSQ/E are
normally loaded from disk rather than being
installed in ROM, although the Q40 can store its
version of SMSQ/I in onboard flash ROM if

required.

Versions of BASIC are indicated by a 2,3, or 4
character string such as AH, JM, JS, MG, JSL1 or
HBA Minerva uses "JSLI" for SuperBASlC in all

its various ROM versions, while SMSQ/E always
uses"HBA"as the SBASIC version QL ROM ver-
sions have generally been known by these ver-
sions {e,g. QL ROM version JS) although strictly
speaking they refer to SuperBASlC versions
The operating system version number has gene-
rally been indicated by a 4 character version
number such as 1.10, wilh the'.'replaced by a let-
ter for national variations (e g QDOS version 1[13
with SuperBASlC version MGE for a Spanish QL
R0M)

The version of BASIC can be checked with the
command
PRINT VgN$

which will print the two, three, or four character
version string. Checking the QDOS version is not
quite so easy as there is no BASIC command or
function to eslablish that version Some toolkits
do include a function such as QDOS$ which will
return the four character identifier string. Alter-
natively just view a ROM image on the screen or
search through it for a string starting with '1," or
'2; - t not an English ROM version, you may
need to replace the'.' with the national letter for

your country Those familiar with machine code
can use the MTINF trap call (trap 11, d0=0) to
return the QDOS lD string as a long word in the
D2 register

The first release version of the QL ROM was
known as version FB - this was somewhat bug-
ridden and incomplete, so the FB probably stood
for Full of Bugsl This was quickly replaced by ver-
sion PM which was an improvement, though still

nol really suitable for a finished version. Version
AH was the first version which could be consi
dered stable enough for permanent use, and this
was quickly followed by version JM, the first ver-
sion to be supplied on a ROM as opposed to
earlier versions released on TPROM

Early in 1985 version JS was released and this
contained significant improvements, such as error
trapping, TRA character translate systems for
printing, and variable watching (WHEN var).

Version JS fixed some bugs in earlier versions,
but also introduced a few obscure new bugs of
its own, Version MG was released a little later for
overseas markets * national ROM variations,
such as MGF for France, MGE for Spain and MGG
for Germany. Sinclair did not release a version
MG for the UK market, although a privately pro-

duced MGUK ROM does exist

A few private ROM versions have been produced
independently of Sinclair e g, the MGUK ROM by
John Alexander and the JS 4MB version of the
JS ROM for use with QL emulators which may
have larger memories than a standard QL could
offer

CST updated the original QL ROM into a version
specifically for use with its Thor range of compu-
ters. This was called Argos lt included its own
windowing system and a number of other
enhancemenls to QDOS.

Ultrasoft made a version of the MG ROM, called
Ultra-MG, which contained some bug fixes and
expected a German key map.

The Tyche ROM is a 64KB development of
QDOS for an unreleased QL system, although it
probably cannot be used with a standard QL

The Sinclair ROMs AH, JM, JS, MG and TB have
been released for free use in Europe (Sinclair

allow it to be distributed for non-profit making
use), although rights to these ROMs are held by
Paul Holmgren and Frank Davis for North America
and permission should be sought from them
before downloading them in or for use in North
America The Minerva ROMs are OK to use with
emulators etc worldwide,



BASIC
Version

QDOS Description
Version

FB

PM

AH

JM

TB

JS
JSU
JS-4M

MG

MF

MGE

MGG

MGI
MGUK

JStl
JSLl
JSIl
JSIl
JSLl
JSLl

Thor 630
Thor 634
Ttror 636
tbor 639
Thor 6/11

Tyehe

1.00
1.01
7.02
7.03
1.03
1.10
1u10
1.10

t.L3
7.L4
7F,13
7G13
tr73
7eL3

7.61
7.63
1.64
7.66
1.89
1.98

1.13
7.73
t.L3
7.73
?

2.45

Sinclair FB ROM (original rrkludgert release)
Sinelair PM ROM

Sinclair AH ROM

Sinclair JM ROM

fntermedlate Sj-nclair QL ROM, between JM and JS
Sinclair JS ROM

Sinclair USA JS ROM

Sinclair JS ROM, patched for /'Mg RAt"t

British MG ROM with euston key layout
A German ROM version
Spanish MG ROM version
Another Gerraan ROM version
Italian MG ROM version
John Alexander updated MG ROM with added commands

Very early version of Minerva ROM

Slightly later version of Minerva ROM

Slightly later version of Minerva ROM

Slightly later version of Minerva ROM

Version of Minerva released for use with Qt emulators,
More recent version of Minerva Mk1, freely distributable

Thor v6.30 ROM

Thor v6.3i+ ROM

Thor v6.36 ROM

Thor v6.39 ROM

Thor v6.41 ROM

Last unreleased Sinclair 0S for QDOS hardware. A 61.K ROM

which is interesting but not very compatible with 4BK Qt
R0Ms, eontaining the eopyright message ' (C) 1985 Sirius
Cyberneticsr

Ultrasoft release of MG R0M, with some bug fixes. Expects
a Gerrnan keymap.

Sigma FP Greek ROM, Version EFP (N.n. E=signa character,
which I dontt know how to replicate here)

Ultra-MG 7.L/,

ROM versions prior to JS (e.g. AH, TB, JM) were
early Sinclair releases. They are perfectly usable
and many people still have AH EPROMS or JM
ROM QL systems.

Version JS introduced several new features such
as WHEN ERROR error trapping, WHEN variable
value monitoring, and TRA translate features. JSU
was a version of the QL ROM for North America

With the MG ROM came several international
versions such as MGF for France, MGI for ltaly
and so on Over the years, there have been
some derivatives made, such as the 4MB version
of the JS ROM, and John Alexander's MGUK
ROM,

It's not really known for certain how the two-
letter Sinclair ROM versions came to being, one
theory had it that they were initials of Sinclair
staff {e,g JM may have been the initials of
engineer John Mathieson), or even taxi drivers
who ferried QL bits and pieces around for Sin-
clair! There were even rumours that AH stood for
"Angela's Holiday", although after all these years I

still can't confirm thatl

A bit of a novelty is the Tyche ROM, a final and
unreleased 64K ROM for QL hardware.
Apparently rt can be persuaded to run on the QL
emulator QLay, according to Phoebus Dokos

**.*,*---- .-#-*
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ROM Bugs

Over the years, it became apparent that various
bugs exisled in the various ROM versions
Writers such as Simon Goodwin and Mark Knight
have documented these Mark Knight's list is

available on my website at,

www.dilwyn.uk6.neUbasic/index.html

and Simon Goodwin's articles may be found in

back issues of QL World magazine as follows,

. August 1987, page 18, "Bugging The ROM"
(this article also conlains details of how to
convert a machine with an early EPROM

version to a later version of QDOS on
ROM)

r September 1987, page 12, "Beating The
Bugs"

o June 1988, page 30,"Relurn Of The ROMs"
. February 1989, page 18,"Bugs At Large"

Many of the bugs documented are not serious
and have simple workarounds, while some are
potentially serious. Howeve[ most i{ not all of
these bugs can be avoided by compiling your

SuperBASlC programs with Turbo or Qliberator
compilers, both of which do a good job of fixing
most bugs The Minerva ROM has also addres-
ses many if not most of the issues with the ear-
lier Sinclair ROMs

Do bear in mind that although such long bug lists

may affect your confidence in using the QL,
many of them have minimal effect and the list is
probably no worse than the average home com-
puter it's iusl that they are more openly docu-
mented on the QL.

Most readers who own QPC, especially QPCPrint
owners, should be happy with the current
printing situation.
lf they still own a printer which "understands"

EPSON or PCL printing languages and their
programs are written to send their print output in

the correct language, everything is fine. Well, at

least as long as they don't change their PC sys-
tem.
And if they own one or more new printers which
don'l understand a printer language anymore, but
come with proper Windows drivers, then
QPCPrint will do the job and convert any ESC/P
output to something all windows printers will

understand.
Hmmm, so, where is the problem? As I mentioned
above, if you have an old{er) printer which
connects to you system via parallel port and/or
serial port, and upgrade your PC system, you
may find that you have a problem, there is no
serial port plug anymore (well, if you're lucky,
there is ONE serial port left), but on all modern
PCs I've seen so far the more important parallel
port is history, No fun sending large printouts
through a serial porl, "even' if it runs at 19200 or
38400 baud
I have a similar problem, as I have a nice EPSON
POS printer (a small slip printer which is used for
printing on envelopes or credit card slips), which
does not understand ESC/P and which has no
USB port either Same problem' my old IPSON
laserprinter has no USB port, and when I use it, l

have to use it in"GQ-Mode" (FPSON page printer

mode, history as well . but the only way to print
most QL manuals The automatic paper feed is

broken and nobody seems to be able to repair it
- at least not at an affordable price - so I need to
feed all sheets manually, and I have to wait until
the printer beeps for the next page, otherwise
the manual feed will not work properly either .

oh dear!)
Anyway I need to be able to connect these
printers, and I need to send them data WITHOUT
QPCPrint or any other Windows driver getting in
the way, modi{ying {i.e deleting) the data. AND it
would be nice to have them installed as "real"

printers, so that I can access them from other
QPCs over the network
Sounds somewhat impossible, doesn't it?

The first task is the physical connection. As
current PCs come with 4, 6, or B USB
connectors, it should be no problem to find USB
to serial or USB to parallel port converters And if
all USB plugs are already in use, a USB hub could
help.
Here a few tips from my experience, which have
cost me a lot of nerves (and tirne and money)'

1, lf you buy this kind of adaptors, make 10070

sure that they are supported well (i.e that they
have XP drivers or, if you run under Vista, Vista
drivers). lf it does not explicitly state that it is

supported by your operating system, DON'T
BUY lT! Avoid Xircom, Entrega, IBM



2. Avoid multi-function-hubs and converters, Iike

Prolific-based hubs with SER, PAR, LAN, USB hub
all in one etc lf one driver fails, you have a

problem.

3. Do not connect the adaplors into USB hubs if

you do not have enough plugs on your PC left
Some need a lot of power: and the parallel port
requires power as well

4. A USB to parallel port bridge is noi a full

EPP/ICP parallel printer port This can have
several implications. Some converters just do the
minimum, ie. send data to the prinier Don't
expect that all the control lines are monitored,
and don't use it for anything else (IPROM
programming etc )

OK, let's assume you have boughl a USB to
SERial or USB to PARallel convertet, plugged it

into your computer and inslalled the drivers.
Then it is time to 'find" it in your system, You
should see it under"Connectors (COM and LPT)"
"Should' is probably "will" in case of a serial
"COM" connecto[ if the installation was
successful. You should install the USB to SER

connector as soon as you (re-)install your
Windows system as possible, as Windows
counts every serial port ever installed up by one
Say, you plug in a Bluetooth dongle, and you get
two Bluetooth Communication porls {COM1,
COM2). Plug the same dongle into another USB
plug, you'll get COM3, COM4 ... and so on. This
can apply to other COM devices (phones with
USB or serial cables etc.) so you may find
yourself with two-digit COM ports. Luckiltt recent
versions of QPC allow you to assign the QL
SERial port numbers 1 to B to any COM port up
to 32. The USB converter I recently inslalled had
a port number of C0M31 that's close to the
limit. So, best install it a s.a.p to get a low COM
port number I wonder if there is a way to re-set
the port number to get rid of unused old port
numbers. Some Bluetooth devices allow you to
change the port number in the low range (l to B),

but that's not really helpful in my case.
Anyway I knew it was C0M31 Fine.

Worse with the parallel port converter I never
found an LPT1 under the COM and LPT settings I

thought the installation failed, and the manual did
not explain that ihe installed device was
registered as one of the many USB printer
support devices under the USB conlroller tab
Great! One USB adaptor is listed under the output
port category, the other under the input Doesn't
make much sense to me, but so be it.

Unfortunately, the USB printer support was not

numbered, and there were many {for my many
USB printers!) Rightclick, Properties, and you ge{

an idea. And, the last one in the list was the latesl
one added Don't know if this logic always works

After I had identified the right connectors, it was
clear that I had to install the printers as Windows
printers somehow OK, I could define SER1 to be
COM31, but that would only give me access from
local QPCs But what about the parallel port not
being LPT1 ... B? lt had to be a printer But what
kind of printer?
Create a new printer 0K No plug and play for
the porl .. of course, notl Uh, and the next
window allowed me io choose the right porl -

there was COM31 apart from many other COMs
and, numbered virtual USB printer ports Luckily
the virtual printer port with the highest number
was a real one, not just virtual, as I discovered
later OK, click on'Next",
And now the real problem, which printer to
select? There was no "raw data" or somelhing
similar I went through all the manufacturers I

knew but I thought that all the prinler models
listed there would be driven through a Windows
graphics driver in graphics mode, and I was right
when I did some tests. Even selecting old EPSON

models did not help, and there was no tab in the
printer properties to specify"raw data"
... hmmm ... well, there was a prinler manufacturer
called "Standard". Of course, not a manufacturet it

was a group of Standard printers. Would you
expect "Generic / Text only" to be standard
nowadays? Or for the last 10 years? Definitely
NOT But that's exactly what I needed - it does
not change, modify or translate anything.
So whenever you want to send unchanged, raw
data to your printer; select "Generic / Text only"
The rest is the same as for "normal" printers, to
make it available on the network etc
All you need to ensure is, that you do NOT click
on the "Use filter" {use QPCPrint) box for these
printers in the SER/PAR configuration menu of

QPC
Both printers "sort of' work with the two adap-
tors Not 10070 perfect, but what do you expect ?
The POS printer on the serial port adaptor now
has the problem that, whenever I turn the PC off,

I need to turn that off first, otherwise it goes
haywire and prints masses of rubbish {probably
undefined state of one of the handshake linesi.

The old TPSON Laser now has the problem, that
it first prints a rubbish page containing an'E"only
when I turn it on That's technological progress ,.,

or maybe blame it on the Quantum Theory as
there may be other working printers somewhere
in this Universe
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FoE serisus programmers, this detailed 195
page manual is probahly the rnost reliable
doiurnentation of the Q[-'s firnrware
which is availabie.

Wrrrten by Davrd Karln. QL hardware desrgncr,
and Tony Tebby, design€r of Qdos, the QL
Technical Cuide takes the user into mafly aspects
of the QL which have previously not be6n
documented in such detail. The infcrmation it gives
will be useful to anyone who wants to explore the
QL in Bredler depth thdn ihe QL tjser Cuide cover;
and especially to machine code programmer5.

I Subjecls covcred in deldil rnc!ude lull
documbntatior: r:f the QL's memory allocation, the
complete specrlicalion o{ Qdos sy:tem cdll). dno
the layouL of Qdos sy:lcm vatrables. There is al:o
infolmation Dn jnter,'acing machine code progranrs
to SuperBASlC.

fl Olner cnapies ol the Edioe cover wdy) 'n
which var ious perrpherals such as hard disk
intcdaces, rdci'on memory, and ROM carlridgcs
nray be added to the QL. These sections include
many dclails about how the nrtnware ior such
devices slrould be wrirten.

t Finally, lot rtsen wilh d cornmerc,al tntetest itl
programming, lhere are deiails ol Sinclait 5 opuons
tor ihe drslribubon of OL So{rware and the
purchase and duplication of Microdrive cartridges.

650g

Pnm$
Any complex task can waste tlm€ and
money if things aren't ready whren they are
needed. But your QL can help you to pian
the rnost efficient schedule.

Any busjness needs to make its long-ternr plans as
eflicienily d possible. but even i{ yoLi don't have a
company to run, you may have to organise thingt
like moving house or building an extension. The
oroblem thai all such tasks intraduce is hcw to oiarr
i proleci that involves several activities over a iong
period, rnany of whrch depcnd orr the oLner: be'r:B
compiete so they can s1ail.

E QL Prqect Planner is desisned to deal with the
problem and pioduce the most efficieni scheduie
by heiping ycu io think about the project
sy5temalically. You sur'i by breaking the project
iDto component artivilres xsigrrrng each one a
duralion, and sayrng whi< h others it depelds on.

I Using the techniques of Critical Path Analysis,
QL Project Planner builds up a chart whjch shovrs
each aciivity !n relaticn to the oihers. You can see
which cannot be altered without affecting the
whole project, ancj which are f!exible. When aii the
activities have been listed you can procluce a
working schedule.

I Everything is designrd to be easy to foliow orr
screen, and there is alsc a comprehensive ieaching
pro8rdm. For a iook al how QL Projrcl P'anner
works see Lhe other side of lhrs shecr

55A5

QL
ect P[amnen

Mth this part, we have reached the end of the
series - af least we've used up all the material
we have received from Ralf. Enjoy.

QL Technical Cuide
{to the left) ln the early days THt reference ma-
nual for everybody who wants to know (most

things) about QDOS. This manual was later
replacted by the QDOS/SMS Reference manual,

which correcled some misunderstandings in the
QL Technical Guide, corrected a few bugs but,

most important, added loads of useful information
which was missing in the QL Technical or had
been updated As S[/SQ/E got more and more
features, it was clear after some years, that a
printed documentation was unable to keep in

siep with the updates - and nowadays, thanks to
the lnternet, PDF and Dilwyn Jones, most infor-
mation is available in electronic format

QL Project Planner
(below) Requires SPK and BASIC Program to
create projects - has anybody ever used it?

Using Q!-'Frojeet Flanner

["; -l
t--l
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writ€n byi

Davld Kar"!in
and

Tony Tebby

EREiNPOweR
Software wrjtten byi
la I nplys Publlsnrng

Ltd-

ft""ALIg{-
MICROI

Htry=
ELqr l=
i'c!l, tfit -ai
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esss

Mak;ng a Criti€l Path Analysis with paper
and penail iE messy and lime'consom;ng.
The QLveEion is nei$er, since the aflputer
perfcms a!{ the hard parts tor ygu.

The nermal vray to plan a complex task with
paperand pen0l involves prepaing a
diagram showrng the relationship of all tlre
stag$ olthe proje.t. Becruse this cail be
difficuilto work ost, it usually rnvolves many
o,,emon) dnJ.,dCi,rroo(

l$9The QL P,olec Piailner tea.hing prograffr
detronstraies what is involved in rnaking
.u.i " dra#am nv h."d. /o/ tdr t r,, Lc o
oreo-,e d Lhdrl r;{c !T, bui rl crdr. s rl d .(

io unde6tanc the theory.

Each c/rcle on ilie saregn rapiesents oni:
of ih6 prolect's component activities. The
diagrafl slrolrs the duralion ofeach one, aild
which activities are'tdiicai'- This mean! ihat

they cannot staaclatrr (orfinish ear|er) than
scheduled, without afecling the length o{ the

i whcl€ prqe<t. These are thc activrirss lvhrch
I lrust run io {me, and the cha* also shows
I tlrose outside the criiicai path', where there

I 
is some leeway.

I i QL Prorect Planner cuts out ail rhe
' corrl)l(dloao{pldIrrrlg, p oleL'.n r1r
r way, by pe*ormrlrg lhe calculaiion! foryou

IoL Jd'l b edA dowr' Ii,L ti'uj.t r'r'., a :'m1'lL
t.,o,L )pe,.tyi.e lh. vanoui d( { v.l;cr JrrJ d
duration foreach of ihem. th.n staif wlii.h
other activiiies they deile.d on. As roon as
yor have done this, QL Prcject PIann€rcar
caiculate and display ihe criiical path.

lf you w3ni, vou aa,-1 specJfy the costs oi each
stage as well. Yo! cdil amencl all ihe det3iis
of the lislas oflen a: you like lnlij yoi! are
satisfied with the data

ai QL Pejeci Planner makes it easy to
undersland ihe results. you can request a
bar chad on sareen or pinter, showing you
huw tu oiBc,'11( Lhe prolecl rLhedLrr . Thr5
drstinguj5hes non-critrcni activities and
indicates the ma€ins wtthin whrch they
can move without becomrngcriiical

The same inforftaUoi can be g;ven in
a calendarform ifyou p€fer. OL Prqeci
Planner aho makes it possible to extract
in{ormation about things like the cost of
the project, and because il is so easy to
experiment, you will be able to 5ec whclher
you an make any changes to make the
prolect run more efficiently.
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* * we have reved * +

S4e ou updated address detalls below.

lle have also a.quired mo.e brand new Sirclair QL membnnes and another stock of
Epson Stylus Colorr 850 inkjet printers, so if you need a better priDter for your QL,
give u9 a shout.

More nelvs is alwavs available on our lvebsit€: www.rwapsoftware.co,qk

We are also looking to produce some rew hard disk lnterfaces icr the ZX gpectrum
and have a few little projects on the drawing berd.

Our websites;
http://www.wapservices.co.uk (General site)
hftp://www,mapsoftware.co.uk (Sin.lair computer second hand and new items)
http://www,roapadventures.@m (Adventure Programs)
httD://www.internetbusinessnqels.com (Guidan€e on setting up online businesses).

Utilities
SBASIC I Sup€rBASlC Ref€rence Manual on CD

Sidewdt€r v1.08
Landscape Pri nting F€pSOiJ p,nfers)
IrnageD v1.03
3D object generator

Q-l'lelp v1.06
Superbas;c On-Screen hoip system

Q-lndex v1.05
Kaward -to- to p ic f i n de t
ProForma ESCIPA Drivers v1.04 far ProWeSs
Printet Driver

e 20.00
e 10.08

t 10.00

t 10.00

c 5.00

t 8.00

W\MffiDreML
ffiS$DffiW[

Applications

Flashback SE v2.03 (upgrade snly)
0alabase
Ol- Cash Trader v3.7
AccountingiFinance
QL Payroll v3.5
AccountinglFinancs
QL Genealogist v3.26
Genealogy

Genealogy f0r Wind0ws
QL Genealogist to Windows version upgrade

QL Cosmos v2.04
Planetarium
Q-Rouie v2.00
Rourc finding

Upgrade from vl.H
Eritain map v l.1 1

BIG Britain map (needs 2Mb) v2.03
Various Britain Area nraps (ask for details)
lreland map v1.00
Eelgium map vl.01
Catalonia map vl.03

P-Word UK English Dictionary (500.000 words!)
Dictianary

t

I

5.00

5.00

5.00

t 20.00

e 25.00

t s0.00
r 25.00
| 5.00

The \#6it is nsw over! Q-Word version 1 i$ fina'ly availablel

Platforms;
OPC/0X1, 840/060, Aurora {with SGC)

Prices:

All versions without P-Word
Ali versions with P-Word

I 5.0t1

t 2.00
t 5.00

ea. t 2.oo
s s.00
I 2.00
€ 2.00
| 15.00

t20.00
ss0.00

Not€s:
A-Word aQE$ N,Q.f require SM$QlE wilh Go2 support -OR- SMSO/E al all on
the Aurora or Oxo machinas, ll works on the highesi colour d€pth everlrwhere
regardless ol Operating System.
The Aurora version is available on eilher HD or ED disk. For the latter add
I 1.00 to the price. ED version is uncompressed and can be run directly trom
the tloppy. All other Floppy versions are compressed. QPC/QXL version
comeson CD. Non CDversio*s DO NOW suppofidiEital sound on OPCa

ffiforwindow$
For Qlers that run Windows or wilh incompatible hardware {or
Talent Garnes, we now have re-released these adventures so that
they ca* run on your Windows-equipped PC. No Emulator,
floppies, microdrive backups etc. required, iust a one-click install!
Of course ths full OL line is still availablel (See side column)

Talent Games lorWindows ea. I 10.OO
(Each Gatne includes a runtime installation ot QLAY"z by J hnrny MorlesrnosJ

Gameg Crrrently Available from ww.ru!padvert{res.cqm
The Lost Kingdoft of Zkul

The Prawn
Return to Eden

Replacement Sinclair QL Xeyboard Membranes
We always have a stock of b€nd rew Keyboard MembEnes (and keyboard parts)
for the original sinclair QL, so if you have some keys L!hich no longer lvork, just
give us a call,

Cost is only €18.50 plus €2,75 post and packing.

Second Hand ltems - Huge Range Available
We stock a wide range of books, hardware and softt{are for the Sinclair QL, 288 and
ZX Spectrum, includlng disk interfaces, m€nrory expansion and microdrive cartridges
If there is anything you need - have a look at v,,wt{.mapsoftware.co.uk {or ring us
with details of yo{r requirements).

We are alwaYs haoDY to helD.

Leisure

Return to Eden v3.08
Adventure
Nemesis Mkll v2"03
Advenlure
The Prawn v2.01
Adventute
Horrorday v3.1
Adventure
West v2.00
Adventurc
Ths Losi Kingdom of Zkul v2.01
Adventure

All 6 games above

D-Day Mkll v3.04
Strctegy I War Sim ul ati on
Grey Wolf v1.&8
Grcp h i c a I Sub m a r i ne Simu/ation

War in the East Mkll v1.24 (upgrade only)
Strategy I War S i mul ation
*pen GoX v5.20
Sporls Sime/aiion
QuizMaster ll v2.07
Quiz
Stone Raider ll v2.00
Arcade Game

Hoverzone v1.2
Areade Gane
Deathstrike v1.5
Afeade Game
Flightdeck v1.0
Flight Simulation

f 10.00

r 8.00

t 8.00

f 8.00

! 5.00

I 5.00

f 25.00

[ 10.00

t 8.00

e 5.00

L

I

L

t
E

5.00

5.00

r 0,00

8.00

5.00

5.00

All 6 games above (Open Golf, QuizMaster ll,Stone
Raider ll, l-loverzone, Deathstrike and Flightdeck) f 28.00

Noles on Scftware requirements
The tollowing programs have a minimum SGC card requiremenl: P-Word,
Qword, Big Britain MAPforQ-Route

ffif@@Swwrytu
3 Dale vi€r{ court, Fulfod, stoke-oh-lrent, staffordrhtre sTl1 9BA TEL: (+44) 1782 398143 Froh the uK Diil: 01782 398143
Website: httpi//www.tuapsoftware,co,uk
Email I sales@ruap$ftware.co.uk

I
l

I

(Ctreques in f sterling made payable to R- Mellor)



The button frame is an ingenious little facility built
into QPAC2 which amounts to a list of 'sleeping"

programs. Many pointer driven programs have a
"sleep" button which reduces the program display
by minirnising all open windows so that the only
visible part of the program is a little button in the
butlon frame which displays the name of that
program. Pressing the right mouse bulton {"D0")
or pressing the ENTER key while the pointer is
over the button wakes up the prograrn again
Normally, only programs which have a sleep icon

{usually shown as a 'Zzz' icon in QDOS pro-

grams, or a downward pointing arrow in more
recent SMSQ/I programs) can be zapped into

the button frame.

But, with a simple hotkey definilion, any QPAC2
user can quickly and simply zap even older pro-

grams like Quill into the button framel

We all know that many programs have a "sleep"

button which puts the program to sleep in the
QPAC2 button frame. But many programs don't.

l, for one, make use o{ nice colour background
wallpaper via the BGIMAGE command. Well, I did
compile the Wallpaper CD and DVD, so after all

that hard work preparing a collection of piciures I

may as well use it

I'm also a fan of mul-

titasking and task
switching, so I tend
to have a lot of pro-
grams running in me-
mory at the same
time, which leads to
a cluttered display
and of course
hidden wallpaper

So, any program I'm

not using at the time
gets to sit in the
button frame until I

need to use i1. As an

example, I have Quill
running, into which
I'm typing an article
for QL loday Archi-
vers Control Panel is

still in memory, along
with Launchpad,
Abacus and a few

other little tools Launchpad is OK, it has its own
sleep button. Quill and Abacus don't

QPAC2 has a handy little "thing" called button
sleep lts purpose is simple - it zaps the current
program into the button frame. lt's not particularly

obvious how to use it, however

The best way I've found is to set up a hotkey
command, so that button sleep can be simply
and quickly called from whatever program you're

currently using. lt works for BASIC too - the main

BASIC interpreter gets zapped into a button
called'System"

ERT H0T_IIAI(E(0HR$(233) , 'button-s1eep' )

Now all you have to do is press CTRL ALT Fl

{hold down CTRL and ALT keys and tap the Ftr

key) and voila, the current program gets zapped
into the buiton frame where it stays until you se-
lect it again in the usual way for a button

The two screen dumps show the difference this
can make. Figure I shows a rather extreme
example with an extremely cluttered display and
only a tiny amount of the wallpaper visible.

Figure 1



Figure 2 shows what it's like after the rather ex-
treme act of zapping everything into the button
frame. Now you can see the nice background
picture and you have a row of buttons across the

Figure 2

top from where you
can lust select the
next program you
wish to work with!

Compare figure 3

wilh figure 1. Figure 3
is a much less clut-
tered display with
just one program al a
time active and
everything else neal-
ly in the button frame

Of course if every-
thing is in the button
frame, you might
also want a hotkey
to quickly and simply
select the button
frame itselI This key
definition will pick the
button frame, making
it visible with the
pointer in place rea-

dy to select something from the buttons list:

ERT HOT-WAIG(' . t, tButtorr-jick' 
)

so that all you have to do is press ALT .

down the ALT
and tap the full

key) lo select
button frame.

{hold
key

stop
the

It is even possible to
configure your sys-
tern so that pressing
both buttons at the
same time generates
the equivalent of ALT
"" - this makes it even
easier to select the
button frame by jusl
pressing both mouse
keys at the same
time! Configuration of
the keypress gene-
rated when both
mouse buttons are
pressed is done in

the System part of
the QPAC2 configu-
ration alter the
setting of the option
called 'Hotkey when

both mouse buttons are pressed."

Figure 3



I have already wrilten about the use of working space in stand alone executable assembler programs
I discuss here methods to be used in code which is either to be CALLed or which forms part of a

machine code procedure or function. The problem here is that the code is operating as part o{

SuperBASlC
Certainly on the original QLs, SuperBASlC could be moved at any time, and this means between any
lwo instructions Given that 46 is the pointer to the SuperBASlC daia area this means that 46 may
change at any time. So might the stack pointer, 47.
How does this affect the choices of space for storing information? For an executable program the
choices were'
o The program ilself
. The program's dataspace or stack
r The free memory or heap.

The first choice is no use for machine code routines as that would render them non re-entrant. This
leaves the other two. Using the common heap has the danger of heap fragmentation so this leaves
dataspace or stack.
Howeve[ in SuperBASlC, there are two other areas available The first is the Basic Buffer and the
second is the Maths Stack. To find where these are we look at specific places in the Basic data area

BV-BFBAS{AO) points (relative lo 46} to the base of the Basic buffer
BV-TKBAS{AO) points (relative to 46) to the end of the Basic buffer
BV-R|P(A6) points (relative to 46) to the Maths Stack

BV*BFBAS : S

BV-TKBAS - B

BV-RIP = $58

Basic Buffer
lf you type a few letters on
the keyboard they will
appear in channel 0, lf you
look at the Basic Buffer you
will see the same letters at

the starl of the buffer lf you
type, for example, "stat

flpl-" followed by ENTER
you will see the information
about flpl- in channel 1. At
the slarl of the Basic Buffer
you will see much the same
information about flpl- This
shows the Basic Buffer
being used by SuperBASlC.
You can use it too.

The following two figures
show the contents of lhe
first part of the Basic Buffer
when "stat flpl*" has been
typed and then after
tNTtR is pressed



The size of the buffer is
found from
BV-TKBAS - BV*BFBAS.

ln SMSQ/I this defaults to
1024 bytes

Maths Stack
The Maths Stack is used,
obviously for maths ope-
rations but also for storing
parameters of machine
code routines This stack,
like the user stack, is 'up-

side down', That is, when
an item is pushed onto the
stack the stack pointer
points to a lower address
after the operation.
To use space on the Maths
Stack you should first see
that there is room, by using
the vector BV-CHRIX.
Then you should reduce
ihe address in BV-R|P{A6}
by the amount of space
you want. Simple!

Example
I will give an example now
to illustrate these

Suppose we want to write a machine function finding the distance from the origin to the point x,\r This
drstance is {x^2 + y^2)^.5.

To show the different ways of using storage I will write code for two functions, DIST1 and DIST DIST1

will use the Basic Buffer and DIST will use the Maths Stack.

The two parameters to DIST and DIST1 are, of course, x and y Thus
DIST(3,4) and DISTl(3,4)
should both give us the answer 5

The calculations, performed by R|-[XECB, are given in SET for DlSf and SETI, for DISTI. These are
identical except that StT has an extra $FB at the end

This is what happens:
0p code T0S NOS Next StoraEe

xy
QA.DUP X

QA.MUL x^2
$FB y
QA.DUP y
QA.MUL y^2
$rA x'2
QA.ADD x^2+y^2
QA.SQRT (x^2+y^2) ^.5

$FB (x2+y ^2) ^.5

xy
I_*^;r_:4

y^2

x^2

- (x?+y^2)^., (on1y SEr)



As you will see from the
code which follows, the ex-
tra $FB in SET copies the
answer to the place on the
Maths Stack which is to hold
the result for the return
The code is given later but
first I show the contents of
the Basic Buffer just after
the call to RI-EXECB in

DIST1,

This shows that the fp
value'

080448000000

is stored at the start of the
buffer: Shown also in channel 0, is the command which started this o{f:

print dist1t3,4)

The fp number is 9 which is what we expect since it is x, the first number on the stack, which
squared and stored.

CODE for DIST1 and DIST
; Both DIST1 and DIST do the same thing whieh is to find the distance
; from the origin to xry.

; DIS?l(xry) and DIST(x,y) notn return (x^2+y^2)^.,

; The difference is in the space used for storing intermediate results.
; In both cases the Maths Stack contains xry after the parameters are read.
; In both cases RI-IXECB is used to perforn a set of operations. In the
; case of DIST an extra final operation sets the answer in the storage
; space, which is on the Maths Stack at its original p1ace.

; For DIST1 we use the Basie Buffer. First we check that there are si-x
; bytes available (sensible for rather larger numbers). Then we set
; 44 polnting to the end of our spaee.

DISTl

For DIST we use part of the Maths Staek. First we check that
space for our 6 bytes. Then we set A4 pointing to the end of

MOw.I,I DIFFTD6
M0vsA.r BV_BFBAS(A6), A4
LEA 6(L/,),A/,
OMPA.L BV_TKBAS(A6),A/,
BHI BUFFUI
BRA D_1

MOVEQ #0,D6
M0VEQ #6,DL
M0VEA.l'I BV_CHRIX,A2
JSR (A2)
MOVE.r Bv_nrP(A6),A4
suBQ. r, #6, BV_nrP(A6)

; Mark DIST1
; Pointer to Basic Bufferrs start
; Add the 6 bytes needed
; Is this too big?
i Yes!

there
the 6

i-s
bytes.

t
t
,
t
t
,

Mark DIST
See that 6 bytes are .
. available on the
. Maths Stack
Address of our space
Reserve it

DIST



D_1

BAD*PARM
BAD*3XIT
BUFFUT

DIFF

SET
SETl

Ergonomy is the study of the Science of Work,
mainly used in company's method's departments
to simplify tasks, The mouse was invented in the
mid-sixties at the Augmented Human lntellecl Re-

search Center {al Stanford University}, by Douglas
C Engelbart and was made popular on the Mac-
lntosh personal computer
When I was a student in the late '60s, we were
taught to analyse all of the hundreds of jobs done
in the Factory in which I did my sandwich course,
and define simple practices common to all jobs.

This work was part of the work-study depart-
ment, whose aim was to increase productivity by
eliminating unnecessary effort.
Now that I have sufficient time, I often refleci on
the way modern day computerised technology is

going ll is interesting to look at what we are be-
ing sublected to by the various gadgets offered
to the average man by the market, and their
typical quality/price ratio tags,
Porlable PCs: 900 tUR / Pholo printers' 150 tUR
/ MP3 Walkman, 150 EUR / Scanners, 100 tUR, /
Photoframes: 200 tUR / Mobile phones, 300 tUR
/ Audio kits: 250 EUR / Flat screens: 200 tUR /
Digital cdrnoros: 300 tUR / Camescopes: 350
EUR / lnnumerable telecommands' 50 EUR each /
Modems, 50 tUR / Mains networks, 150 tUR /
Harddrives, 250 tUR / GPS navigators, 300 EUR /

#-15,D0

#-5,D0
BAD_EXIT

SETl_SET

QA.DUP, QA.MUL, $FB, QA.DUP, QA.MU],, $FA, QA.ADD, QA.SQRT, $FB, O

QA.DUP, QA.MUL, $FB, QA.DUP, QA.MUL, $FA, QA.ADD, QA.SQRT, O

; Arrange to get FP parameters

; Something went wrong
; Are there 2 parameters?
t no!
; Set the operations for DIST1 or DIST

; Just in case
; Do the operations

; An error!
; Set the Maths Stack for the answer
; Signal FP

Pocket audio-video players: 1000 EUR / USB
keys, 50 EUR / 5/1 speakers: 150 tUR / TNT
cards, 200 tUR / Graphics cards, 150 tUR /
Webcams, 30 tUR / Hubs: 150 EUR / Hands-free
headsets, 130 EUR / Graphics tablels: 100 tUR /
Bluetooth' 60 EUR / Flat-TV, 1000 tUR I DVD
portable' 250 tUR / Cordless rnouse & keyboard,
70 tUR / Power back-up, 100 tUR,
This list is by no means exhaustive and assumes
you are lhe only member of your family keeping
up with technological progress So far this lot has
set you back some 6500 euros, and that is with-
out having bought your desktop, or consumables!
Now what amuses me with this, is that when I buy
one of them, I first have to spend several days
reading and re-reading the inslructions before I

dare start setting anything up, lf I am lucky, the
instruclions will be in tnglish. As I live in France,

the instructions will probably be in French, but as I

undersland tnglish I can have a good laugh
comparing both lexts. For example, in a recent
booklet the names Bill and Mr Day are translaled
as 'Facture' and 'Journee', the former of which
means 'invoice'! And I dare not mention all the
other howlers... The trouble is that manufacturers
expect 'o'-level students to be well-versed in

tech-speak, which they are not, and hence

MOVEA.LI
JSR
BNE

SUBQ.i,tl
BNE

],aA
M0vsQ
MOVEA.W

JSR
BNE

MOVS.L
MOVEQ

MOVEQ

RTS

MOVEQ

RTS
MOVEQ

BRA

DC.W

DC. B
DC. B

CA-GTFP,A2
(A2)
BAD-PARM
#2,D3
BAD-PARM ----)
SET(D6.I.I),A3
#o,DT
Rr_ixECB,A2
(A2)
BAD-JXIT
A1,BV_irP(A6)
#2,D4
#o,Do



translations are nowadays done for peanuts, with
the inevitable results. And the lrouble with instruc-
tions are that they are written by scientifically-
orientated engineers who dropped English lite-
rature at fifteen, and lhink they are addressing an

audience of electronics technicians Writing ln-

structions lea{lets is a qualified job in itsell and
manufacturers should pay specialists to do the
work for them, that is by generalist technicians
with NO PRIOR KNOWLIDGI o{ the product. This
would demand some fiaising between manufac-
turers and aulhors, but clarifications are invariably
necessary if the final result is to be comprehen-
siable
But before you can wrile the instruclions, you
must firsl understand how the gadget works, that
is, these days, how the menu systems have been
designed and programmed. This brings us back
to Dilwyn's favourite pet, The humble mouse. And
I say 'humble' mouse because, like the proverbial
scape-goat, we tend lo pile all PC faults onto the
poor beast's back. And this is where we get
bogged down in nighlmares: fven on Windows-
only software, lhere is NO consistency in the
ergonomy of mouse-interfacing The ONE rule I

learnt was this, Left-click 'space', right-click'enter'
But even this is generally not respected When
programming on my QPC I never use the mouse
at all, as this would necessitate programming with
the pointer environment, and wilh good program-
ming praclise we can always use the same keys
for the same functions. But with Windows, who
can tell if you need to click or double-click on a

location if you have never been there before? The
only advanlage of the mouse is that you can
move around the screen faster Full Stop.
Following lightning damage, I recently replaced my
56k modem wilh broadband, and of course had 1o

install it and set it up, supposedly 'Plug'n'Play', But
I kept getting into dead-ends and had to begin
reinstalling it all over again using trial and error to
make progress, I borrowed a book from the libra-

ry to help me, but it was out of date, ditto for the

Tony Firshman writes:
Roy Wood (Byts of Wood 11/5) asks why maths
geeks get confused between Xmas {Dec 25} and
Halloween {Oct 31) I am sure he explains in this
issue.
Most of you will know that according to Douglas
Adams the world was created as a program to
find the answer to six times nine. The 'wrong'

manufacturer's instructions. Even lhe inslallation
CD was apparently not fully synchronised with it's
text, which was clearly in need of updaling (But

perhaps there had been some bungling, because
my web supplier had recently been taken over..)
[ventually I got onto the web, but found that the
nel interface had been tweaked So John Gilpin,

the Quanta Editor kept getting blank emails from
me, as the REPLY button had changed from
double-click to single-click. Once he had emailed
me aboul this I was able to detect the error and
use the interface in the revised way. But at 59, my
reflexes are well-engrained, so John should be
getting yet more blank emails from me!

So here I am with an increasing number of gad-
gels, mosl of whose functions I cannol remember
as they are so inconsislant and definitely not
logical, a siluation made worse because of all the
telecommands lying around the house, who
mulliply the number of input sequences yet again,

ln previous editions of QL Today, there has been
referred to a 100 euro portable QL This project
was brought to my notice at an Eindhoven Show
some two years ago. lnvestmenl funds were
available and a suitable nanufacturer too But il
seems unlikely that this prolect will get off the
ground now because the Massachusetts lnstitute
of Technology have their own prolect, even
though the price has been upped to 150 dollars,
and they are geared up to produce hundreds of
millions of these machines for the third world
market.
So what is the point of this article? Well, a
100-euro portable QL would probably have simple
home-grown inlerfaces such as QDT grafted onto
SMSQ/E, So we could at last expect a consistant,
logical front-end system on computers world-
wide, which could form a new base to be copied
by all the innumerable gadgets which willno doubt
be produced for uneducated third-world Citizens
too lf only we had our new QL we could chuck
out all the con{using mess sold as 'intuitve'

technology. Ahhll Dilwyn, open the Window.

answe[ after two million years, was 42, of course.
A similar maths geek once excitedly approached
Douglas Adams and said he had got it "lt all

works in base 13". lmagine his disappointmenl
when he got the reply "Oh yes - what a coinci-
dence", loften wonder whether this was a double
bluff - lust what Douglas Adams might do in real
life



AUK 4-unytrailing socket dwigned to sn.itch off
computer periphuals autcmatically whw ths
computu is switched ofl or {in fhe case of m ATX
computer) wtren it auto-powers down. Conqerwifc&
has sne control soeket, ard thrss sri/itehed sockefs.
Can he uscd with lightslhiiilmonitors-ie a QL
msnitcr can be used as a sn"itch conFsl.

cost S24

Up to $ mbyte of flssh memory for the QL
A small plug in circuit for the QL's ROM pert (ar
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or F mbytes of perrnanart storage -
it can bs thought sf fls a portable hrd disk on a card,
and reads at Bom€ 2 mbytes ptr second.
Think of it - you could firlly bost an expanded QL,
including all #iver#SMSQ etc off RamDisq at hard
dish speed with only a msnory er<parsion needed.

2 rnbytes RomDisq............f39 {f40/i4[
4mbytes RomDisq..............f,65(566/fd?}
S mbytes RomDisq..........f,$t $99/f1 Otl)

Aurora adaptor............. ..... .... g3 (t3. 5 0if4)
A mnjor hardware upgrade for the QL

All Herrnes features (working ssl/Z at 19200,
indepordent bnrd rates/dc-bcunced keyboard/
keyclick) IBM AT kbd IIF 1/ HIGH SPESD R$232 at
5?600// serial mouse port and 2 other RS232 input#/
3 IIO lines // EEFF,OM
Cast (including maruaVsc{twre} . . . . . ..f90 (f92/f93}
IBM AT IIK layout Keyboad...............f lf (fl3/115)
Serial msuse.. f8 (J8.50/I9)
Capelocklscrollock LED ............"...... f1 (tl.50/tl.J0)
Keyboard or mousc lead .................... f,s (f3.50if3.50)
Hig[r speed serial (ser3] Iead.............. f,4 (f4.J0iI4.5 0]

H;nnrr wailaDlc tbr f25 tJjz6lg27l worldng r.rlf,z {nd
hrdspcndEnt lnpnt, drbounceil kE bssrd,

SrryerHenner LITE: AII Herrnes features (see
above) + an IBM AT keybord interface only.
Cort {incl keyboad lead} ..................... f,53 (S5#t55)

A low profile powered backplane wlth trtOM port
A tlxee erprnsion brckplme with ROM port included for

Romllisq etc. Arrorr cur be ftted iu notebook case rnd
puwrred ofr*ingle 5V rril - cor*lct QBrrnch for deteils. Tbs
boards {eg Aruora and Gold CudilSnps Gold Cardl$oldfire
fxed ts bass. Suihble fsr Ailrora {ROM accsseible Aom
out*ide) & QL matherbsrrd in tswtr crse. SpsciS ROM
frcing IN tucards boardr, or OUI tuwardr brck af case.

Co*...."....".... ......................9i4 (i35/f3Q

trtC INTERX'ACES
Csrurectr ta ldinervn MKII nnd anyPhilipr fC trur

Power }riyer Interfnce 16 I/o liner with 1? uf therr udto
csutrql 8 current. carrying outpltr (ruurce rnd rink cEprble)
2 rmP (fnr I relq'r, rmill mabr$.................... f40 (f431t44)
4 amp total (for motors etc)......................f,45 (I4E/f50)
Rellvr (E 3r lzrlz-trs).mrinr relry* {nsedc 2r powcr
&ivEr1............. .f,zs (I,28/sl9)
Panllel Interfice Sives t6 inpuUoutput lines. Cur be
nced shrrnrrr logic *ignal* rre required........... 925 tP7 I f2'lt
Analogue Interhce Givrr dght I bit analnguc b digid
inputr {AI}C} and tsn I bit di5itsl to anrhgrr oufout:
(DAC), IIr.d for t mp mc&$Ircmcntr, lound rrmpling (to
5 Kttr), r/yprofting.... ............f,,30 (I31/S:12)

Temn urobe (-40oc to +12soc)................ f,10 (€10.50it1I)
Connrrtor for four 1rmp prrbrr............... f f0 $,f0.50ir€1U
Drt rh.r!.... ....f,z (de.501$)
Con*ol ioltwri & mrnurl (for !il IIF).........C2 (52.50/gl)

OL RIFAIRS f{JI{ cnlv}
Fixed price for unmodified QLs, e<cl microdrives. QLs

tested with Thsrn-EMI rig ard ROM softwme.

f,37 incl 6 month guarantee

ne OnfCnVll, ryrtem ap*

OT}IER FEATURBS COMMON TO ALL \'ERIIIONS
nEEUCtiED spEritirg ry*teo/ autcboat on reet cf power
&ihrd ldultipte Brsic/ frstfl echcdulEr- grrphim {within
f0% of lighhdtrg) - string hurdlin# AryI&.l ERRORJ 2nd
scres/ TX.ACSJ nou-Englixh ke5frorrd drivrrsi 'h:rtn"
frst rsstt. Vl.yt with split OUTFUT bmd rrtes (+ Hanner)
& built in Multibasic.

I'irrt upgrde frrs, Offiirreire rend g:l (+fS for mrnurl if rBqud).
$end dirk plur SAE or trw IRCI

MKr...f,40 (f41/f43) Mr{rl..s6s (f661f67)

MIITIERIrA RTC TMKII) + batttr1rf6r256 b!rt6 rsm.
CR.ASHFRSOF cIB.k & I2C bur for intcrfacing. Can
ilrtoloot lbom brthr:rtrckrd r.m. Qnidr rtart-up.

OL SPARES

Keybarrd mernbrrne .. ".............................. nn

Circuit diagrunc............................................... f I
6E00E cpr 61 8049 IFC..... .........tE
*glli8302 ar IM ROM or serial lead...........f,10 fi
Pawu- snpply (sea mail srnrsels)...........,........, 4

Fryrextty cleqe ttnsr sn tErhrittr UK
gAEE IRC hrtulllirtrd dEtlib 

22FEblE

Frirer i*luiln puhEp md ptrking (Aiffiil rtan applic*b) Fris m: UK (Eurge IR:rt dmrl{,
dibe*1lpo&l or&r tr CA3H! I w nl hger arrept wd gaymmb u llK mly il*r PDQ t nrartim.



The week started inauspiciously. When I turned
on my router at 7.30 on Monday morning some-
thing was not quite right, lt took me a little time
to discover it, but the DSL light was not burning
My telephone line was dead. Goodbye internet!

It had happened at the worst possible QL Today
time. We were just starting to put together this
issue of QL Today. At this stage of publication
there are often regular emails belween Jochen
and me. Fortunately I had sent Jochen lMb of
news and editorial the prevrous day, but there
were things in both I had asked him to read in
case they had to be reworded. I had also asked
him to hold some space at the back of the maga-
zine as I was going to Birmingham to meet the
Quanta's West Midlands subgroup. I hoped to
write a short piece giving up to date information
on the Birmingham workshop

I knew {rom both Quanta and the subgroup that
there had been some problems over the show
and in particular over the boundaries of responsi-
bility My brief from the Quanta committee was to
give West Midlands any support they needed in

running the workshop Little did I know that I

would sound its death knell.

The West Midlands Quanta subgroup have not
run a Quanla workshop before, bul Mike Bedford
White, its secretary and treasurel has much
organising experience He could solve most of
the problems I threw at him, but to my more
workshop experienced eye two problems quick-
ly emerged The traders had far more goods to
load and unload than Mike had envisaged The
pub venue had no car park or forecourt and on
both sides of the road there were double yellow
lines. We also could no1 offer traders lhe space
to display their goods, The second point was
one that even the most experienced show
organisers have been known to miss. A check
on the electrical provision indicated that a work-
shop at this venue would involve an irresponsible
and unsafe level of daisy chaining.

My verdict was clear This was an excellent
setting for a meeting or discussion, but not for a

full blown Quanta workshop

You do not lightly stick the knife into an event
that has already been advertised, but I had to do
it. I arrived home lwo hours later than my normal
bedtime The next morning I would have to write

a lengthy report to the Quanta committee. I also
had to warn Jochen of the problems. And then
there was the telephone problem I had been pro-

mised it would be repaired within 24 hours, but
suppose it was not. lt was a perfect recipe for a

sleepless night

As I settled down on Tuesday morning to write
my report there was a welcome sign. A tele-
phone engineer was working in the manhole out-
side my flal. Half an hour later my telephone was
back in action and I could email Jochen with the
NEWS.

Writing a report for Quanta took longer because
I could not prejudge the committee's likely reac-
tion. I gave my advice that the venue was unsui-
table, but also provided the committee with the
information they needed if they decided 1o go
ahead with the show Early in the afternoon I

emailed a 2Mb file of 1000 words plus pholos

Within an hour I received a first reaction. Within
24 hours the committee had made their decision
The easiest thing for the Quanta committee
would have been to have scrapped the Midlands
venue and move the show elsewhere, possibly
Manchester However they did not choose the
easy option as a matter of principle

Some years ago I had researched the demo-
graphy of Quanta and had identified the Midlands
as being a black spot where there was a con-
centration ol members, but no workshops The
Quanta committee had decided to hold a show in

this area as a matter of policy and they were nol
going go back on this decision They would find
an alternative venue.

On Wednesday I had to forget all about Birming-
ham as a private matter intervened. ln the last
few months I have doing battle with Royal Mail
and a government department Royal Mail had
performed badly. I had paid extra postage on
seven letters for a proof ol delivery, but they
could provide this in jusi one case They were
trying to avoid paying full cornpensation, and a
formal complaint to the official consumer body
had produced no change in their attitude But
then out of the blue came a formal apology and
a cheque to compensate me after a national
newspaper had taken up the case



I had to drop everything
and write to the repor-
ter thanking het send
her up to date informa-
tion and documentation
and give written per-

mission for the material
to be used in the paper

On Thursday evening it

was back to workshop
action, with the tele-
phone lines between
Manchester Birmingham
and Derby glowing red
hot as we put together
a solution 1o the pro-
blem At one stage Mike
Bedford Whiie wenl out
to instantly check a hall.

It was highly suitable,
but unfortunately was a

private club whose terms did not allow hire to
third parties. ln the end we chose the Holiday lnn

in Solihull, a venue Sarah Gilpin had been suc-
cessful in securing.

This show will be in a more luxurious setting than
the average Quanta workshop, but the commit-
tee had a good reason for wanting to keep the
show in the Midlands. Off the record QL Today
underslands they wanl to use that weekend 1o

look at other ways to give Quanta a better pre-

sence in the region,

Given the effort the committee have made, we

For travellers by public transport there is a disap-
pointment. Solihull station will be closed for
engineering work on 6th October There willbe a

replacement bus service from Birmingham Snow
Hill slation but this will not stop at Birmingham
Moor Street. Buses depart at 20 minute intervals,
but you should allow up to an exlra 30 minutes
travelling time.

The hotel is easy to find from the bus and rail sta-
tion (Your QL Today reporter had no difficulty in

spite of forgetting his Birmingham map!) Just go
to the end of the station approach road and

hope that members and
non-members will now
make an equivalent ef-
fort to attend the show
Two people have already
been pencilled in as
speakers and we are
hoping for a third. With-
out giving away too ma-

ny secrets you should
be prepared to be
challenged by a non-
SMSQ-E non-Microsofl
dependent vision of the
QL

As the show is in a hotel
there should be no park-
ing problems and .road
access rs easy as lunc-
tion 5 of the M42 is on
the outskirts of Solihull



cross over into Homer Road Then follow the
signs to the police staiion or the magistrates
court. The Holiday lnn is a little further up the
road on the right hand side

it out incorrectly and
it Aargh!

Finally for non-Ql-er par-

tners Solihull has a plea-

sant flower-filled shopping
centre 5 10 minutes
away from the hotel, The
more adventurous, given
the public lransport pro-

blems, could also visit Bir-
mingham This has a high
reputation as a shopping
centre following the re-
development of the Bull
Ring together with an
extensive and fascinating
market area.

My week ended in a much
better way than it began.
The big remaining pro-

blem was how to spend
the Royal Mail cheque. No
such luckl They had made

my bank refused to accept
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So here we are at the start of another volume
and, gratifyingly, we have lost very few readers.
While this is a good situation I can't help but
wonder what it is that keeps us all messing
around with the QL after all these years There is
a certain aspect of this which is understandable
We are all familiar with the way in which the
operating system works and many of us are
more or less conversant with the various pro-
gramming languages the QL supports ln this
regard it is a good system to mess around with
bul many of the QL luminaries are also program-
ming experts in their own right on more main-
stream systems so it is not like they are the sort
of person who has learned one system and
sticks to it because they cannot - or will not -

make the effort to learn another: ln spite of this,
though, there is a a great lack of new programs
emerging onto the scene.
As someone who operates as a trader this is a
source of some concern to me. Most of the pro-
grams I list for sale are now over three years old
and that is just the tirne of the last update, The
aciual genesis of the program often goes back
much further
Jonathan Hudson, who was capable of displaying
quite a spikey persona when riled {and it was not
that hard to do that) ported many good programs
over to the QL and wrote a few from scratch too.
Right now we do not seem lo have anyone fulfil-
ling that capacity on the QL scene. I suppose it
could be that there are fewer smaller programs
out there which can be ported over and larger
ones could not be accommodated by the native
QL's memory - even at its fully Super Gold Car-
ded expansion. But every now and then someone
pops up on the Users lnlernet list and suggests
that so and so could be ported over to be used
on a QL and that this would be 'a trivial matler'
None of it ever appears, howeve( and these peo-
ple talk a good game but don't often manage to
stay al the crease long enough to score.

TCP/IP
While not in the same league the much trumpe-
ted TCP/IP stack that was announced back in the
QL 2000 days is still not with us and that would
be a very useful thing to have available. There
are some QL systems that have a functioning
TCP/IP stack QPC2 for instance had one until
Vista came along and broke it (it still works on
XP/2000) and the Q40/Q60 running QDOS Clas-

sic will also do it - I gather but few other systems
can use TCP/lp communications. Of course the
major setback for a native QL system would also
be the lack of any kind of ethernet port and that
takes us into hardware territory
While we are talking about TCP/IP (and I have
struggled with my better nature and 'sleeping

dogs'principles about whether or not to mention
this) I have been wondering if anyone had no-
ticed the exchange on the Users list between
Wolfgang Lenerz and Peter Gral Peter an-
nounced he had a working TCP/IP stack but
while SMSQ/E was not completely free he could
not release it, When pressed what difference this
made he said it required changes to be made to
SMSQ/E before it would work. Wolfgang, rea-
sonable man that he is, offered to make changes
to the system if it would lead to the release of a

working stack. All Peter had to do was to give
him the details of the parts that needed changing
and it would be done, There was no response. I

leave you, my readers, to decide why that should
be

New Designs From the Past
There is precious little excitement in the QL-
sphere these days so it was a bit of an unusual
ihing when Malcom Cadman put up the designs
that the Sinclair hardware designer; Rick Dickin-
son, did for the QL successor For a while the
user list positively buzzed with excited voices, lt
was like a kids bedroom on Christmas morning
except that none of these things were real or
available. Easy to see why it cause such a fris-
son of interest, though. The designs, which you
have probably already seen elsewhere in this
magazine, are really stunning. Of course they
prompted the usual calls of, 'can we still make
them?', 'Who can get these made?' etc. Fasci-
nating to see that some people really have such
enthusiasm for QL matters still
It also amazes me that, considering the wealth of
talent Sir Clive had at his disposal at the time, he
really made such a hash of things. Designs such
as these would have beaten the staid designs
Amstrad was touting around at the time and may
even have given Apple a run for its money Sir
Clive, however showing his usual business
accumen, decided to concentrate on recycling
microdrive motors as engines for bicycles and
producing a range of odd vehicles that no one
wanted to buy - or even be seen riding in or on



Such is the Great British eccentric ethos, I sup-
pose. Why take a great idea and make something
of it when you can be complelely off the wall?
Funny that this should come to light just now
though, with the QL scene in one of its regular
doldrums When you look at the pace of
development over the years you can see it is

never a smooth curve but rather proceeds in

small jerks wiih one development setting off
another New QL based hardware would,
however seem to be a ralher far o{f prospect.

A Wider Malaise?
The mainstream computing industry would also
seem to be in a fit of the doldrums Reading
some of the reports that have come out over the
last couple of months it would seem thal sales
are, in general, a lot lower than the same period
last year The summer is a traditional back water
for computer sales because mosl of these sales
are consumer based rather than business orien-
ted. lt would seem that development has
reached a plaleau. Nol because it has nowhere
to go but because it cannot see that point This
is interesting because it reflects the position of
the QL a few years back.
Computing had traditionally had three main axies
of use. One strand we have the business use
which is concerned with word processing and
database manipulation. The office priorities were
large and reliable storage, the ability of juggle
large amounts of facts and figures and the pro-

duction of documents and reports {lets not
mention death by Power Point at this stage I will
only get distressed) Most of these needs were
filled quite adequately by the generation of ma-
chines that came out up to five years ago Hard
drives got bigger and Raid Arrays more complex
but the basic office computer would often have a
lGHz Celeron Socket 370 CPU because, coupled
with a large hard drive and a 100M network you
could do most office work on this with a degree
of speed.
Consequentially most offices and home office
uses just stayed with these machines Often run-
ning Windows 2000 and the Office products
linked with that because they were among the
first reliable 0/S and applications that Microsoft
produced I know I will get some stick for this but
it is basically true. Five years ago Linux was an
unfriendly and difficult solutions and the free of-
fice versions were flaky not the least for their
handling of the M$ standard file formats,
The computing industry pinned its hopes on the
home users. This seemed a belter bet for raking
in the megabucks Gamers wanted fast graphics
and high speed displays Each new game that

came out used a more sophisticated rendering
engine which, in turn, needed a more powerful
platform to run it. Then along came the Play-
staion. Why slug your games machine by making
it run an O/S with a vast overhang of processes
thai your games were never going to use?
Ratchet up the graphics and get the CPU to do
nothing except play the game, That way you
have a very efficient games machine but, cru-
cially the flow of users constantly looking for the
next PC hardware upgrade began to dry out Few
people now play games on a PC as can been
seen by looking at the games for sale in your
local slores They are nearly all for games
platforms and very {ew for a PC.

Of course the computer business movers and
shakers kept plugging away at that'Home Media
Centre' concept but I have seen few of these in

people's homes Most cable and satellite provi-
ders allow you to store or time shift programs
and you can have a comprehensive setup of dis-
crete boxes to create DVDs from TV programs,
play high definition audio and watch TV without
the handicap of a M$ operating system getting in

the way
This leaves us with the graphics boys. Those
guys in the darkened rooms producing anima-
tions and high quality images for TV Film and the
advertising industry ln some ways ihese are the
only currency left to the computer hardware
manufacturers, and while they have a need for
speed it can only be a matter of time before their
demands flatten out

Software Driven?
I have mentioned before that hardware and soft-
ware have a symbiotic relationship. better hard-
ware will open doors for programmers and better
programs make more demands on the hardware
so it responds by upplng the specs. I have also
mentioned before that this is, in my opinion, the
first wrong turning we made in the QL community,
Programmers should have written software that
would only run on the higher end systems,
needed more RAM, better graphics etc This is
not a greed for more sales speaking here but a
recognition that advances need to be driven and
that, when consumers stop saying, 'l want a

machine that can run this piece of software'or 'l

want software to do this task but the hardware
won't handle it', The algae starts to slit up the
pond and higher end lifeforms migrate to more
refined waters,
When we should have had the courage to
release software that would not run on a black
box with a Gold Card in it we baulked at the task
and slugged the software. Admittedly we had



some idiocentric programmers. People who
eschewed the use of a mouse or anything higher
than the Mode B colour scheme but that was
only part of the story Back in the real world (PC

World that is) Bill Gates latest flagship O/S has
been pretty much universally ignored. Sales of
the operating system on disk are low and many
of the machines that sell supplied with it also
have 'downgrade vouchers' which allow users to
turn thern back into Windows XP This is some-
what of the reverse of what I was saying above
but it makes sense when you consider that many
of the changes in Vista are pure cosmetics and,

what advantages there are in the new system,
are not obvious to Joe Punter who has not really
mastered the old XP O/S and is constantly
surprised when someone uses 'the other button'
on the mouse.
ln our case we did make a big leap with the
release of SMSQ/E. lt was a vast improvement
on the original O/S and was so much more of a

stable platlorm because it stayed the same if you
were running it on a QXL, QPC, Atari or QL
Maybe the colours were too long in coming and
maybe the hardware did not quite keep pace with
the aspirations of some of the people active on
the QL scene 6-10 years or so ago but designing
and making hardware for such a small user base
was never going to be a financially rewarding
task and it is not surprising that the major
players fell by the waysrde lt was a shame that
the rivalry between Stuart Honeyball and Ron
Dunnett did not drive them into developing the
next generation of Gold Cards because, at that
point, it was still viable and would have kicked the
systems up a notch.

The Power of History
The QL has had a long history for a system
which was written off at iis launch and it re-
mained, for a long time, a system which did things
in a different way. lt was economical on memory
and had an ease of access through SuperBasic
which many other platforms lacked. I am not
writing this off right now I am not saying 'Well it
has been good but - so long and thanks for all

the fish' We could still iniect some life back into
the system but only by agreeing that the old
black box was good in its time but now the
system can be run on many platforms and we
should make the most of this But we do need to
make a little ef{ort,

A Hardwaring Giant
One name that has been absent from the QL
Users Group for a while has been Nasta but he

re-appeared the other week when Romaldo Pa-

rodi asked what happened to his web sile, lt

seems that site was hosted by Spodmail which
has gone under He said he still had a copy of the
site on his computer and he would put il back up
when he had found another host
Someone also asked him about schernatics and
other dala for the Qubide. This, he says, is still
available in the file section of the Ql hardware
yahoo group at
http:/igroups,yahoo.com/group/QLhardware/

I realise that this exchange appeared on the QL
Users list but I thoughl I would pass it on here for
anyone who missed it. Also because it fitted in
well with the discussions on hardware and QL
systems in general Nasta designed a sizable pro-
portion of the more modern devices in use on
native QL systems and, of course, designed the
Aurora Motherboard.
There were a lot of noises about new Aurora
boards and Super Gold Card replacements a
couple of years back it would be interesting to
know if any of this is still being considered.
Given our limited numbers, though, it is probably
not financially viable in terms of small scale
fabrication Which is a shame

Endpiece
Much of the above is only QL related in a general
way and it is mostly my thoughts on the com-
puter industry in general. ln many ways it reflects
the QL's path on a macro scale. At the moment it
is still in the 19BB state that the QL was in Many
of the smaller PC shops have closed down,
many of the smaller manufacturers and software
houses have fallen by the wayside and hardware
prices have dropped The general public - those
that Stuart Honeyball would always refer to as
'The Great Unwashed' - was only interested in

computers as a means to an end playing
games, downloading music or porn, stuff like that
Only a fraction understand how it works and only
a fraction of these can put together a line of
code Slowly the computer is beginning to
metamorph itself and integrate itself into every-
day life in a form which is barely recognisable as
the computer we know lts functions are being
subsumed into everyday consumer electronics. ln

the same way that people now rarely delve into
the engines of their cars people rarely undo the
screws on the back of the lower - in fact most
sales these days, are of laptops which don't
come apart easily and don't go back together
once they have Tinkerers are a dying breed,
Lets hope we can hold out for a while longer



uanta Autumn Worksho
Birmin ham Wmw w

Saturday, 6th of Octobeq 10:00 to 16:00
The Holiday lnn, 61 Homer Road, Solihull, Birmingham

On-site Parking. Non-Quanta members welcome!

liavel lnstructions:
By Road: Due to extensive road works in the Birmingham area it is recommended that
whichever directton you are travelling from, you navigate to Junclion 5 of the \A42
Motorway,
By Rail: Solihull Railway Station is less than half a mile from the venue
By Air: Birmingham lnternational Airport is less than three miles from the venue

Several "famous" visitors are expected to come to the show, and various talks, demon-
astrations etc. are being planned

Saturd ay, 20th of OctobeL 10:00 to 16:00
Pleincollege St. foris, Roostenlaan 296

Thanks to the organiser: Sjef van de Molengraaf, the meetings at Eindhoven continue
Same venue as always J-M-S will be ihere, as always
At the time we prepare and print this issue, it is not clear if Q Branch and TF Services
can make it, Please check the Q Branch website, J-M-S website or QL Today's website

t Meetin in Eindhoven

We plan to have the next issue ready for you shortly before Christmas and hope that it will
reach you in time. As always, it depends on how quickly we get reviews, articles etc.
We need more material, as always. The more we get and the sooner we get it, the quicker the
next issue will be in your hands, and the better it will be. Hope to meet you at one of the
forthcoming QL shows - your QL Today Team!


